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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
8759/80  (Presse  107) 
651st meeting of the  Council 
- Economics/Finance  -
Brussels,  15  July  1980 
President:  1\'Ir  Jacques  SANTER, 
Minister for  Finance 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg -- 2  c  ••  13.VIL80 
The  Governr1ents  of  the  f:Iember  States and  the  Comrllission, 
of the  Eui!Xopean  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
£~~.Q.~@~ 
J1r Paul  HJ.TTIY  llinister for  Finance 
l\Ir  Gunnar  RIDERHOLDT  1'\.rabassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Q-.~_£1]!~Y.: 
L'ir  Gisbert POENSGElf  Anbassador, 
Permanent Representative 
France: 
---~----·-
i'.Ir  Luc  de  La  BA.B.RE  de  NANTEUIL  A;nbassador; 
Perillanent  Representative 
i:~r  1,1ichael  0 
9Iilll'fNEDY  L:iinister  fol~  Finance 
i'.qr  Filippo  PANDOIJFI  !:Iinist er for  the  Treasury 
075\'  e/80  (Presse  107)  art/l'H/2.C  •••  / ••• J;~r~Q.O~;£~ 
l'lr  Jacques  S.ANTER 
.  "  Mr  Ernest  MUHLEN 
Netherlands 
-~,.....:...  .. -...  .... ,  ....... ..--
mr  L1oH.J .Ch.  RUTTEN 
United  K::Ln,gdom: 
~---~  ....... -
!VIr  Peter REES 
The  Commission:  ... _.,.__.,._ ___ _ 
Mr Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
0 
0 
15.  VIL 80 
Minister for  Finance 
State Secretary for Finance 
Ambassador, 
Permfu~ent Representative 
Minister of State 
( 1'reasury) 
Vice-President 
0 
The  meeting was  also attenced  by: 
t1r  F.W.  RUTTEN  Chairman of the  Economic 
Policy  Committee 
8759  e/80  (Presse  107)  art/MI/ae  a  • ./- •  • 
'·  '· 15.VII.80 
EXMIINATION  OF  THE  ECONOMIC  SITUATION 
The  CoU11cil  held its second quarterly  exrunll1ation  of the 
economic  situation in the  Community  in accordance  ~~th 
Article  3  of the  "Convergence 11  Decision of  18  February  1974. 
For this purpose it had at its disposal  a  Cmmnission 
communication  "on  the  economic  policy to  be  followed  in 1980 
and  on the prepar2.tion of public  budgets  for  1981"• 
On  this basis,  the  Council held  a  detailed exchange  of 
views  which enabled the  members  of the  Council inter e.J.ia to 
outline  the latest developments  of the  economic  situation in 
their  co~tntries  and  to indicate the  economic  and budgetary 
measures  already  taken or envisaged. 
In conclusion,  the  Council noted that at this ste€e  there 
was  no  need to  amend  the  economic  policy guidelines for  1980 
adopted by  the  Council in December  1979  and  confirmed  at its 
meeting on  17  March  1980,  and  that the  member  States had  taken· 
the  measures necessary to  cohlply  vvi th these  guidelines • 
''•'"·~·.  ~-' 
8759  e/80  (Presse  107)  ien/MI/sb  o4-•/•o& ..  5  ~  15. VII.  SO 
Pursuant  to  Decision 78/870  e:r..1powering  the  Commission  to 
contract loans for  the  purpose  of  promoting  investment 1tithin the 
Community~. the  Cou.11cil  released the  second  loan  tranche  amounting 
to  500  r.1EUA  at  the  rate of  80{~  ( 400  I·1EUA)  7  on  the understanding 
that  the  decision to release  the  remaining' 100  I':TEUA  would  be  taken 
in the light  of the deliberations the  Council  would  hold at its 
meeting in October with regard to  the  scope  of the  lo:ms. 
37 59  e/80  (Pre  sse  107)  kin/i~I/ac  006-/0CIO -- I  - 15oVII.80 
MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
Relations  with the  EFTA  countries 
The  Council adopted the texts  and  decided  on the  signing 
of the Additional Protocols  to  the Agreements 
- between the  European  Econonic  Comwunity  and Finland,  Iceland, 
Norway,  Sweden  and  Switzerland to take  account  of the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the  Co~:uunity; 
- between the Member  States  of the European Coal  and  Steel 
Community  and the European Coal  and Steel Community,  of the 
one  part,  and Finland,  Norway  and  Sweden,  of the other part, 
to  take account  of the accession of the Hellenic Republic  to 
the  Corar:runi ty; 
- between the Member  States  of the European Coal  and Steel 
Community  and  Iceland and  Switzerland to take  account  of the 
accession of the Hellenic  Republic  to  the  Community; 
~ concerning the validity,  for the Principality of Liechtenstein, 
of the Agreement  between the Member  States  of the 
European  Coal  and Steel Community  and  the  Swiss  Confederation 
to take  account  of the accession of the Hellenic  Republic  to 
i;he  Corru:uuni ty. 
The  Council signified its agreement,  as  far as  the 
Cohffilunity  is concerned,  to the draft Decision of the 
EEC-Cyprus  Association Council setting out  the  guidelines  for 
co-operation between the  CorJJ:~runi  ty and  Cyprus. 
Textiles 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation  ~nending Regulation  (EEC)  No  3059/78 
on  the  common  arrangements  applicable to the imports  of 
certain textile products  originating in third countriese 
8759  e/80  (Presse 107)  kin/HI/jm  •  0 .;  ••• - II - 15.VII.80 
Technical barriers 
The  Council  adopted  in the  officia,l languages  of the 
CoEmmYli ties the  Di:;.~ecti  ve  on  the  al;proxi11.ation of the  lavrs 
of the  I:Iember  States relating to straight  ar~unoniu.r.1 nitrate 
fertilizers  of higl1 nitrogen content,. 
The  provisioas of this Directive  determine  the 
characteristics a.nd  limits which  ammoniu..n1  nitrate fertili:;ers 
of high nitrogen  conte~1t wust  satiofy in order to  be  elis;j_ble 
for  the marketing description  "EEC  fertilizer
11
•  Heasures  to 
checls:  that the  CoEU!.TUJ.li ty specifications are  observed  are laid 
dovn.1.  in the Directive  and  include,  ar,1ongst  others,  a  test 
of resistance  to  detonation. 
Complio...."'lc e  vri th the  "EEC  fertili:3er"  :;_:>rovisions  e:::enpts 
these  lJroduc:ts  froEl national provisions  1  in particular e,s 
rego..rds  storage,  Ylhich  are  as  stringent as  those  applying to 
?rod.ucts  which  do  not satisfy these provisions. 
Research  and  atomic  questions 
The  Council  too~: note  that the  Commission  intended to 
participate,  on behalf of the  Com.m.uni ty, 
in Iumex  VI  to  the  IEA  implementing Agreement  for  a  programme 
of research  2.21cl  ci.evelopment  in hydrogen production fro:11 
water; 
in the  IEA  im}.Jlem.enting Agreement  for a  progran-:IJe  of research 
and  development  in radiation damage  to  fusion materials. 
The  Council  also  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Coll~1.ities the Directive  (Euratom)  Bnending the Directives 
laying dovvn  the 1Jasic  safety standards for  the health protection 
of the  general  public  against  the  d~1gers of ionizing 
,  '  I  •  raula"GlOno 
8759  e/80  (Preose  107)  kin/.II/ne  .... ; ..  ,. - III  ~  15.  VII.  SO 
··:nvironment 
:._.~-.---------·- j., 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Cor.1n.uni ties, 
··  the  Directive  on  air quality limit values  and guide values 
for  sulphur dioxide  and  SUST"~ended  particulates~ 
- the Resolution  on  transbou_ndary air pollution by  sulphur 
dioxide  and  suspended ljarticulates. 
·- the  Directive relating to  the  quality of water intended 
for hwnan  consumption.  '' 
(See Press Release  8279/80  (Presse  99)  of 30.VI  and 1.VII.80). 
·~-.--~······~·"' 
.,  _,.,· 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Com:rrn.mi ties the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2727/75 
on  the  co~~on organization of the  market  in cereals  (a series 
of Regulations  in this sector which were  adopted  by  the  Council 
at its meeting ·on  30  June  and  1  July 1980  - see J?ress 
Release  8279/80  (Presse  99)  ~ VoQll  be  published in the Official 
Journal  and will enter into force  at the  same  time  as this 
Regulation}o 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official lru1tuages  of the 
Communities, 
·- the· Regulations 
=  amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1582/79 fixing the  amounts 
of aid granted for seeds  for  the  1980/1981  and  1981/1982 
marketing years;  . 
=fixing,  for  the  1980/1981  marketing year,  the activating 
price for aid for peas  ancl field be3l1s  and  the minimum  price 
for these  products~ 
=  amending Regulation  No  136/66/EEC  on  the establisrujent 
of a  cormnon  organization of the market in oils 8lld  fats 
and  supplementing Regu.lation  (EEC)  No  1360/78  on  producer 
groups  and associations thereof; 
87 59  e/80  (Pre  sse  107)  ien/~.11/::.c  •  0 ./  ••• - IV  - 15.VII.80 
= amending for the  second  time  Regulation  (EEC)  No  564/80 
laying down  general rules  on  distillation operutions  for 
table  wines  for which the  deliver::/  contract must  be 
approved  before  15  April  1980, 
the  Directive  on  the  approximation of  the  laws  of  the  J'viember 
States relating to  the  exploitation and  marketL~g of nattiral 
mineral  waters~ 
the  sixth Council Decision on: 
=  the  equivalence  of field inspections  carried out  on 
seed-producing crops  in third  countries~ 
=  the  equivalence  of seeds  produced in third countries. 
The  Council gave  the  assents  requested under  the  second 
pcragraph  of Article  54  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  to  the  gre~ting of 
loans  to  borrowers  other than actual ECSC  undertakings  to 
finance  li~stallations facilitating the  marketing of 
Community  coali 
- a  loan by  the  Community  to  the  Societe k1onyme  Centrale 
Siderurgique  de  Richemont- Richemont  (Moselle). 
The  Council  also  gave  the  assent requested under 
Article  56(2)(a)  of the  ECSC  Treaty  concerning 
-Societe de  developpement regional  du  Sud-Est  (France)~ 
--Credit national  (France). 
The  Representatives  of the  Governments  of the  Member 
States  of the  European  Co2"l  and  Steel Community 1  meeting within 
the  Council,  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Decision concerning certain tariff measures  for 
the  second half of  1980. 
8759  e/80  (Presse  107)  ien/IH/sb Pre  sse  109  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
8916/80  (Presse  109) 
652nd  meeting  of the  Council 
- Fisheries  -
Luxembourg,  21  July  1980 
President:  lur  Paul  HELIVliNGER, 
State Secretary,. Ministry  of 
Foreign Affairsp  Foreign  Trade  and 
Co-operation  of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 21  ~ VIL80 
The  Governments  of  the J\7ember  States  and  the  Commissio:n 
of  the  European  Communities  were  represented  as  follows: 
~~~~~~: 
r.1r  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark:  -----·--
1\Ir  Foul  DALSAGER 
Mr  J¢'rgen  HERTOFF 
Mr  Josef ERTL 
~tr Hens-JUrgen  ROHR 
France: 
_.. ____ _ 
Mr  Joel  LE  THEULE 
Ireland: 
Mr  PFltrick  POWEH 
L\~}:y: 
Mr  Nicola  SIGNORELLO 
mr  Paul  HEhllf[INGER 
T'.hnister  of Agriculture  and  fo~ 
Small  Firms  and  Traders 
Minister for Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Fisheries 
·Federal Minister for Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry' 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of  Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
Minister for Transport 
Minister for Fisheries 
Minister of Shipping 
I 
,I 
I. 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I  I 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
8916  e/80  (Presse  109)  ell/AH/eh  .  ., • o/  • .·., - 4  - 21. VII. 80 
FISiffiRIES  POLICY 
The  Council held  a  wi,de-ranging  exchange  of views  on 
various  internal aspects  of the  common  fisheries  policy,  paying 
particular attention to  questions  relating to the  conservation 
of fish stocks,  catch quotas  for 1980,  access  areas  and 
structures. 
As  regards  the  "technical
11  conservation measures,  the 
Council  made  some  progress  towards  reaching a  consensus  on the 
mesh  sizes  of nets  (for white  fish,  nephrops,  shrimps  and 
pravms),  and  instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  examining these  questions  in the light 
of today's  discussions. 
The  Council  undertook  a  preliminary  examination  of the 
Comnission's  proposals  on  the  catch quotas  for  1980, 
concentrating mainly  on  questions  relating to  the  basic 
criteria,  i.e. the  definition of traditional fishing activities, 
preferential allocations  in favour  of certain regions,  and 
compensation for losses  in third-country waters.  The  Council 
concluded  by instructing the Permanent  Representatives 
Committee  to  continue  examining the  proposals  in question, 
together with any  amendments  to them there might  be,  in order 
to  prepare  more  thoroughly for  a  discussion in depth at the 
next  meeting  of the  Council. 
As  for questions  of access  and  fishing plru1s,  the  Council 
also  agreed to  instruct the Permanent  Representatives 
Comnittee  to  continue its examination,  started at Council  level, 
8916. e/80. (Press  e  1  09)  ern/  AH/ el - 5  -
on  the  basis  of  the  Commission's  recent  communication.  It 
further requested  the  Commission  to  supply it with  any  further 
details wbich .might  help to  speed  up  preparatory work  in this area. 
On  this occasion the Council  took note  Of  the  Commission's 
amended  proposals  on  structural policy,  an  essential adjunct  to 
the  other aspects  of the fisheries  policy.  The  Commission 
proposes  a  policy of structures  comprising arrangements  to 
encourage fishery pilot  schemes  and  fisheries  co-operation 
in the  context of  joint ventures,  the restructuring, 
modernization  and  development  of  the  fisheries  sector and 
fish farming,  together with the  co-ordination  and  promotion 
of research in this  sector,.  In  conclusion,  the Council 
instructed the  Permanent  Representatives Committee  to  continue 
with its exrunination of these  schemes. 
Confirrrirt~ the positive trend taken  by  the  technical 
dossiers in the fisheries sector,  the  Council  proposes  to 
examine  further the  issues in question at its next  meeting, 
scheduled for  29  September.  Pending this meeting,  it extended 
the  term of validity of the  interim decision  on  the  preservation 
of fish stocks  (1)  until  31  October  1980. 
~  (  )  See  Press  Release  11209/79  (Presse  153)  of 3.12.1979. 
8916  e/80  (Presse  109) ah/PA/eh  ... / ... - 6  - 21.VII.80 
External aspects 
'Ehe  Council briefly discussed  the  International Whaling 
Convention  (IWC)  the  annual meeting of which begins  today  in 
Brighton. 
0 
0  0 
The  Council also held  a  short discussion  on  the  conclusion 
of the  Frarnework  Agreement  on  Fisheries with Spain now  that 
the European Parliament has  delivered a  favourable  Opinion  on 
the  proposal  for a  Regulation in question.  After its discussion, 
the  Council  agreed  to  take  a  decision  on  the  matter at  a 
forthcoming meeting. 
0 
0  0 
In  connection with  an  oral report  by  Vice-President  GWTDELACH 
on  Cot~unity relations with third countries  as  regards 
fisheries,  the  Council briefly discussed the  matter  of capelin 
fishing rights  for Iceland  and  Norway  in the  200  mile  fishing 
zone  that Denmark  has  just instituted to  the  east  of  Greenland, 
and  the  adjustment  of the  TAC  for herring in the  Skaggerak  and 
thecKattegat •.  The  ItaliRn delegation also raised  some  matters 
of special interest to  Italy regarding relations with 
I.iauretan:i_a,  Tunisia and  Canada  in connection  ~vi th fishing. 
8916  e/80  (Presse  109)  ell/PA/ch Presse  110  - G 
COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
8917/80  (Presse  110) 
653rd meeting of the  Council 
President: 
-Agriculture  -
Luxembourg 1  22  July  1980 
filr  Camille  NEY, 
Minister for Agriculture,  Viticulture, 
Waters  and  Forestry of the 
Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg -·  2  - 22. VII.  GO 
The  Governments  of  the  l\~ember States  and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communi ties  vvere  represented  as  follows: 
l!lr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Lir Poul  DALSAGER 
Q~r~~§!!:t.:= 
i\!Ir  Josef ERTL 
~k Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
France: 
Lir  Pierre  l~'JEHAIGNERIE 
Ireland: 
r~~r  Ray  MacSH.A.RRY 
l~9:1Y.: 
Liinister for Agri::;ulture  and 
for Small  Firms  and Traders 
Minister for Agriculture 
Federal Minister for Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
State Secretary  7  Federal r,linistry 
of  Food,  Agricu1tv.re  and Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
::1inister for Agriculture 
liir  Giovanni  ri!f-dWORA  I'~inister for Agriculture  c:md 
Forestry 
Lir  Ferru.ccio  PISO~H  State  Secretary,  l'Jinistry  of 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
l\lr  Fabio  FAB~RI  Deputy  State  Secretary for 
Agriculture 
8917  e/80  (Pressc  110)  ern/AH/el  •.•  / ••• !!~~~g}£~~rg: 
t~r Camille  NEY 
The  Netherlands:  ---------------
r,lr  Ge rri  t  BRAKS 
Hr Peter VlALKEH 
hr Alick  BUCHANAN-SLIITH 
Commission: 
T;Ir  Finn  Olav  GUNDEJJACH 
0 
- 3  - 22. VII. 80 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Viticulture,  Waters  and  Forestry 
r.linister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
~inister of State, 
ministr;y  of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
..  '-·~ 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
8917  e/80  (Presse  110)  ern/AH/eh - 4  - 22.VII.80 
POULTRY  KEEPING 
Following a  brief discussion of poultry-keeping issues  -
particularly as  regards  the  economic,  international trade  and 
research aspects  - the Council  signified its agreement  to  the 
following Resolution concerning the protection of layer hens 
in cages: 
"THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Whereas  the keeping of layer hens in cages is the most ·widely 
used means  of  egg production in the  Community  and makes  a  very 
large contribution to  the  high productivity of this sector; 
Vfuereas,  however,  this means  of housing may,  in certain cases, 
lead  to unnecessary  and  excessive  suffering on  the part of the 
animal;  whereas  this risk  justifies the  adoption of  appropriate 
measures; 
Whereas  the national  laws  at present in force  in the  field of · 
the  protection of intensively housed  animals  present differences 
which  may  distort  conditions of competition and in  consequence 
have  a  direct  effect  on  the  functioning of  the  common  market; 
Whereas  there is therefore  a  need  to  establish priority para-
meters  and  define  co~~on minimum  requirements  satisfactory 
from  the  point  of view of animal protection,  social  ethics 
and health  and  economically appropriate  in all intensive 
housing  systems;  whereas it is necessary for this purpose,  as 
a  first step,  to  envisage  the  establishment  of  Co~munity 
measures  in order to  ensure  the protection of layer hens  in 
cages; 
8917  e/80  (Presse  110)  ah/PA/c~  (t ••  /  ••• - 5  - 22. VII.80 
Whereas,  however~ when  adopting  such measures it will  be 
necessary to  provide  for  a  period of adaptation for their 
implementation; 
Vfuereas,  to  provide  the  basis  for further Community  measures, 
the  studies  on  poultry welfare  must  be  continued,  not  only  as 
regards  the keeping of poultry in cages  but  also in possible 
alternative  systems  of housing, 
HAS  AGREED  AS  FOLLOVVS: 
That  the  keeping of layer hens  in cages must  be  subject  to 
compliance  with minimum  standards  and  criteria established in 
order to  ensure  the  protection of  these  animals; 
That  appropriate  rules  for this purpose  should  be  adopted 
by  the Council,  acting  on  a  proposal  from  the Commission, 
before  1  November  1981; 
INVITES  THE  COMMISSION: 
To  submit,  in  good  time,  a  reportand,  before  1  July  1981, 
proposals for  achieving this  ob,i ecti  ve,  taking the  economic 
implications into  account  in an  appropriate mxrrner; 
To  puruse its studies  on the  welfare  of layer hens  kept  in the 
various  systems  of housing," 
8917  e/80  (Presse  110)  ah/PA/cn  ...  / ... - 6  - 22.VII.80 
POLICY  ON  STRUCTURES 
The  Council  held  a  general discussion on  a  package  of 
structural measures in agriculture.  These  measures  concerned: 
- the  implementation of decisions  of  pr~.nciple restricting 
investment  aid in the  milk  and  pig sectors; 
-the revision of Directives 72/159  and  72/161,  including a 
special drive  to  help young  farmers; 
- a  common  project to  improve  beef  and  veal production 
structures in Italy; 
the  integrated:·;,development  programmes  for  the  Westsrn Isles 
of Scotland,  Lozere  and  th9  Belgian province  of  Luxembourg; 
- specific measures  to  improve  agricultural structures in 
Northern Ireland; 
- agricultural  development  in the  FOD. 
After noting the  progress  made  in talks  on  the  above,  '].nd 
bearing in mind  existing  commitments,  the Council  agreed  to 
adopt  the  relevant decisions  at its meeting  on  20  and 
21  October  1980. 
PIGMEAT 
At  the insistence of various  delegations,  the Council 
discussed  the  pigmeat market  situation.  It took note  of the 
Commission's  intention to  submit  proposals  to  the Management 
Committee  this  week  for  immediate  measures  and  of an  assessment 
of the  situation,  including international trade aspects,  in 
preparation for detailed discussion at the Council's next 
meeting  scheduled for  29  and  30  September  1980. 
8917  e/80  (Preseo  110)  Gll/AH/ch  .  ..  / ... - 7  - 21. VII. 80 
RELATIONS  \'liTH  NEW  ZEALAND 
The  Council heard  a  message  from the  Vice-President  of 
the  Commission,  iVIr  GUNDELiiCH,  on his negotiations  with  the 
New  Zealand authorities  on  imports  of  New  Zealand sheepmeat 
into the  Community. 
In this  context it took  cognizance  cf  a  draft self-
restraint  agreement  (to  an  amount  of  234,000  tonnes  per year 
at  a  1 0/o  customs  duty rate)  negotiated with  New  Zealand.  As 
a  matter of principle,  the  Council noted that the negotiations 
had been  c-onducted in puTsuance  of the brief given to  the 
Commission  and it instructed the  Special  Con1mi ttee  on 
Agriculture  and the Article  113  Committee  to  examine  certain 
aspects  of this draft  agreement  at  the  very earliest 
opportunity. 
The  Council  further took note  of the  Commission's 
intention to  cond'J.Ct  the necessary negotiations with the  other 
supplier countriEs  concerned at  the  earliest  opportunity. 
Follovving its discussions,  the  Council  agreed that  the 
proceedings  ru1d  negotiations  indicated above  should be  carried 
out  very rapidly,  so  that  the  Comnission  could submit  its 
proposals  in good  time  for the  Couilcil  to  adopt  a  position at 
its meeting  on  29  and  30  September,  in •order to  allow· the 
CoY!1lnu...D.it;y  rules  governing the  common  organization of the 
sheepmeat  marl>;:ets  t_o  enter into force  on  1  October  1980. 
0 
0  0 
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The  Council  also  discussed imports  of New  Zealand butter 
(Protocol  18  to  the  Act  of Accession)  for the  current  year  and 
recorded its agreement  on  the  proposal  for  amending  the  existing 
arrangements,  i.e.  to  reduce  the  quantities actually imported 
onto  the  United  Kingdom  market  (from 115,000  tonnes  to  95,000  tonnes) 
by  means  of  a  price increase  (75%  of  the  intervention price), it 
being understood that  this  would  not  constitute  a  precedent  for 
a  subsequent  period. 
At  the  close of  a  brief discussion the  Council  instructed 
the  Special  Committee  on Agriculture  to  finalize  the  agreement 
which  had  been reached  and  to  examine  the  Commission's  other 
proposal for  1981  onwards  in more  detail. 
WINE  SECTOR 
The  Council  recorded its agreement  on  an  runendment  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  343/79  designed  to  adapt it, for  the 
1980/1981  marketing year,  to  the  decisions  taken on 
18  February  1 980  concerning  extra obligatory vvine  deliveries 
and  the distillation of wines  produced  from  table grapes. 
The  Commission  was  requested  to  submit  a  report  by 
15  December  1980  on  the  question of distillation products 
of  85%  vol.  or less,  ::md  also  on  that  of  the  participation 
of the  EAGGF  in the  expenditure  falling  to  the  intervention 
bodies. 
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ENERGY  COSTS  IN  THE  HOl1TICULTU:R..t'I..L  SECTOH 
Following a  discussion  on the harmonization of  energy 
costs  in the horticultural  sector~  the  Cormcil  took note  of 
the  Commission's  intention to pursue its discussion  on  the 
matter,  in particular in conjunction with the Netherlands 
delegation,  with  a  view to  submitting a  succinct  report,  where 
appropriate  cont~ining proposals,  in good  time  for discussion 
at  the  Council's  next  meeting. 
l\ll SCELLi\.NEOUS  STATEMENTS 
The  Council  also  took note  of  the  follmYing statements 
and,  where  appropriate.  of Connnission replies: 
=  on  the  forvvarding  by the  Commission  o:f  a  proposal  on the 
Commu..Ylity's  future  sugar arrangements  applicable  from 
1.  7.1981  (French  delegg_tionh revised  proposs.l v;ill  be  sub-
mitted by the  Commission  in September  1920; 
=  on  medium  and  long-term  contracts  relg_ting to trade  in agri-
cultural products  (French delegation): document  promised  by 
the  Commission  8.8  a  basis  for the  Council's  discussions  in 
the  autw1m~ 
=on eggs  and  poultry  (Irish delegation). 
0 
0  0 
At  the  end  of the  meetinc,  the  Council  adopted  in tile 
official languages  of the  COJrununi tios  a  l:i.cgulation  amending 
A:mwx  IV  to  Regulation  {EEC)  No  516/77  on  the  common 
organization of the market  in products  processed  from fruit 
and  vegetables. 
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OTHER  AGRICULTURAL  DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the  official languages  of the 
Communities,  Regulations 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  337/79  on  the  common·organization 
of the market  in wine? 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  337/79  with regard to the 
additional intervention measures  reserved for holders  of 
long-term private storage  contracts  in the  wine  sector1 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  337/79  to  truce  account  of  resinated 
wine  (retsina) ; 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No.456/80  on  the  granting  of  temporary 
and  permanent  abandonment  premiums  in respect  of  certain areas 
U."lder  wines  and  of premiums  for the  renunciation of replanting; 
- amending  Regulation  (EEC)  No  357/79  on statsitical surveys 
of areas  under vines; 
determining,  for the  1980/1981  wine-growing year,  the  prices 
to  be  paid under the  compulsory  distillation of the  by-products 
of wine-making  and  the  maximum  amount  of the  contribution 
from  the  Guarantee  Section of  the European Agricultural  Guidance 
and  Guarantee  Fu.."ld. 
The  Council  also noted with interest  a  report  on  the 
Guarantee  Section  of the EAGGF,  cereals  sector,  drawn  up  by the 
Special  Committee  of  Inquiry which  had been instructed to  examine 
the possibilities  of fraud  and  irregularities  in the 
2.dministration  of the  funds  of the EAGGF,  Guara-ntee  Section 
and  asked  the  Commission to  speed up  the  implementation of the 
measures  required to act  on  its  recommendationl'::. 
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The  Council  also  adopted,  in the official languages  of 
the  Communities,  Regulations 
- a~ending the  Annexes  to  Regulations  (EEC)  No  2358/71  and 
No  1582779  as  regards  the  names  of  seeds  of  certain species; 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  1674/72  laying dmm.  general 
rules  for  granting and  financing aid for  seed; 
- laying dovvn  general implementing rules for  campaigns  aimed 
at promoting the  consumption of olive oil in the  Community; 
-fixing,  for the  1980/1981  marketing year,  production aid for 
tinned pineapple  and  the minimum  price to  be  paid  to  pineapple 
producers. 
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The  Governments  of the I!.iember  States and  the  Commission 
of the European  Communi ties v1ere  represented as follows: 
!?~l:G~~: 
i1r  Charles-Ferdinand  NOTHOMB 
Denr,mrk:  ------
Ur Kjeld  OLESEN 
Tdr  Niels ERSBjjLL 
Q~~g;y: 
r1r  Hans-Dietrich  GENSCHER 
Mr  Klaus  von  DOHNANYI 
Frarice: 
r.ir  Jean FRANCOIS-PONCET 
lir Pierre BERNARD-P..EYl:IOND 
Ireland:  ____  .... __ 
Iiir  Brian LENIHAN 
!~~;h;y: 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
lliinister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Federal IUnister for Foreign 
.Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Federal i.1inistry for Foreign 
Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
:elinistry for Foreign .lifairs 
ltlinister for Foreign Affairs 
Hr Emilio  COL011BO  r.Tinister for Foreign Affairs 
Llr  Giuseppe  ZAliiBERLETTI  State Secretary, 
£:1inistry for Foreign Affairs 
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Lord  CJlF.RINGTON 
i\.1:;.~  Douglas  HlJRD 
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Minister for Foreign Affairs 
I\-Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
State  Secretar;sr  ~  Hinistr;jr for 
Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of  State for Foreicn 
anc1  CoP..1!110n~rreal th Affairs 
Minister of  State 9 
Foreign and  Commonwealth  Offic,. 
Minister of  State, 
Depart!r,ent  of Trade 
Minister of State, 
Departnent  of Industr:r 
Under--Secretary  of  State~­
Department  of  the  Environment 
Er Roy  JENKINS  President 
I.Ir  L.  NATALI  Vice-Presic1ent 
rJr  VIilhelm  I-IAFERKAI~IP  Vice-President 
T.Ir  Claude  CHEYSSON  hler,1ber 
I-lr  Antonio  GIOLITTI  Member 
VicoHte  Etienne  DAVIGNOH  Iffember 
t!r Christopher  TUGEHDHAT  :Jeruber 
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ACCESSION  lTEGOTIATIONS  - SPLDr 
The  Council  prepared for the  5th meeting at ]:Iinisterial 
level of the Negotiating  Conference  for the Accession of 
Spain to  the  Communities,  which was  held on the evening of 
Monday  21  J\..tly. 
EEc-GREECE  I~SSOOIATION 
After an  exchange of views  the  Council  agreed on the 
terms  of the  reply  to  be  sent to  the letter of  12  July 
fr·om  Th'Ir  KONTOGEORGIS,  Thlin:i ster for relations between Greece 
and  the  European  Communities,  on  the  restrictive  import 
/  measures  truren by Greece  in view of its balance of 
p~ents situation. 
,• 
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The  Council  decidedf  within the li:ni  ts of its budgE!t 
possibilities,  to grant Portugal aid  be·twe~;;p. now  ap,d 
accession as  a  contribution to  practical  mea~ures to 
enable the Portuguese  economy  to  be  integrated h~~onio~slY. 
with that of the European Economic  Community 0 
This  aid will involve,  on  the one  hand,  granting 
Portugal investment loans  through the  EIB  from its own 
resources  and,  on  the other hand,  resources  drawn  on  thE! 
Community  budget in accordance  with arrangements  and 
criteria still to  be  decided. 
The  Council will  ado~t a  position on  the overall 
appropriation and  the  arrangements for this aid as  soon 
as  possible,  so  that assiotance may  become  operational 
before  the  end of the year. 
The  Council  also  prepared for the 3rd mooting of  t~e 
Conference at Ministerial level for the  accession of 
Portugal to  the  ~1ropoan Communities,  which was  held 
at the end of the moruing  Tuesday of  22  July. 
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AGREEMENTS  WITH  ROMANIA 
The  Council has  decided to  sign the  two  agreements 
negotiated by  the ColiUllisoion  with Romania,  namely: 
- t~reement on  the setting up of a  Joint EEG-Romania  Comm~~teei  . 
- EEG-Romania  .Agreement  on  trade in .Industrial :Pro ducts~~..-~ 
These  agreements will be  signed on  28  July  (morning)._ 
in Bucharest.  . 
RELATIONS  WITH  BRAZIL 
The  Council has  decided to  sign the  Co-operation 
l~reement between the EEC  and Brazil ncgotiaticd by  the 
Commission  which is to  replace  the  existing Trade Agreement  -
of more  limited scope  - vntb Brazil.· 
The  signing should truce  place in September in Brussels  • 
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RELATIONS  WITH  EFTA  COUNTRIES 
The  Council  took note  of  the report by the  Permanent 
Representatives  Conuni ttee  sur:unarizing  the  develop1.1ent  of 
co-operation between the  Cont:1U:ai ty and  the  EFTA  countries~· 
'  The  report gives details of  the decisions  and  measures  ___ , 
taken with a  view to  improving the· operation of the EFTA 
agreements  since the last examination of this problem 
by the Council  on  12  June  1979.  In addition,  an indication wa.! 
given of  those areas in which work  should  continue in order 
to  evolve  a  common  approach. 
The  Cou.."lcil  emphasized the  importance which the  Community 
attaches to the harn1onious  development  of relations with each 
'  of the  EFTA  countries which,  taken together,  represent  the 
Communityvs  major trading partner. 
~EC-UNITED STATES  RELATIONS  - SYNTHETIC  TEXTILE  FI~§ 
The  Council took note  of  a  Commission  report  on  the 
progress  of the  consultations with"the United States under 
GATf  concerning the  probleus arising,  with regard to the 
conditions  of competition between IDnerican  and  European 
industries,  from  the  existence  of a  double  energy tariff in 
the United States. 
The  Council  expressed its concern that these difficulties 
were  persisting.  It asked the Commission  to  continue its 
consultations with the United States and to report  back as 
soon  as  possible. 
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REGIONAL  DRI.TETJOE'i!ENT  FUND  - QUOTA  FRBE  PIWJECTS 
The  Council agreed  (1 )  to five  Regulations  proposed by 
the  Col!ll:;ission  ur~der Arti:;le  13  of the  :CIIDF  llegulation 
setting up  spscific  Cc:Lv:.:1i t;r  ::.~ogic·no.l  cevclop:nont  p:::'c j ects 
(q1.1.ota  free  projee:ts)  w~.th a  \"iew  to  renPfl;yinc;  Tec:;:ional 
problems  connected with  the  in::plent=mte. tion of certain 
Cm:1r.mni ty policies. 
In so  doing 1  the  ComlCil  e..ppro\.:ed  the  Co:::Liission  ~ s 
proposo.ls  relating to  Ee?.~··J.::.~es  for ths  :P'Jlrpose  of  remedying 
t'ne  cO"" S"'quenc es  of  e·1: "-r.c"e;c, e,,,t;  ( :T·-r•""'" e  Tt'"'l] y)  the  C"'l sl·  s  .  ;.,;.  v  J.  - --.1.~.  L-•  .; '  .·.- J  I,  ....  ~  .....  ..LJ......  ~  -·  f •••  - "  'J  - -
in the  steel industry  (Pelgiur:.i,  Italy,  U:.1.i ted Kine;dom)  and 
in the  shipbuilding indus try  (United  Kin~sdom) ,  measures 
airJ.ed at proaoting the  use  of  new  fon11s  of  energy  (Italy) 
and  specific frontier  zone  p2ojc:;cts  (::;.ncdana. 1  U:1ited  Kingdom). 
T:bis  C:.ecision relates to  Sl..uJS  esti:Gated at  220  I'illUA  spread 
2  over a  period  of five  years  (  ). 
(1)  Certain delegations  g3ve  their agreement  ad  referendlli~. 
(2)  the  regions  concerned are: 
France:  Lluitro  .  .iur;;~  Lant,ouedoc-Roussillon and 
Ihdi-Pyrenees  regions~ 
Italy:  the Hezzogiorno  regions, 
Belgium:  the  provinces  of  L:..ucenbourg,  Liege  and  Hainaut 
excluding  the  Ath  and  Tour-nai  ac1r:'linistrc.tive  C:.istrictsf 
United  Kingdom:  the  Strathclyde region,  the  counties 
of Cleveland,  Clv1yd 1 .  South GlaJlLOrgan 1  \'lest  Glar;:orga.n, 
Gwent~  Tyne  and  Wear 1  Ilerseyside;  Belfast urban area 
and  the  En:;?loyrnent  office  e.ree_  of  Corby;  the Council 
districts of  Lonc.onC:.B:rry,  S tr,::.:tcal1e,  0[.:J.e,gh,  Ferr:J.anagh, 
Dw1.gannon,  Armagh,  Newry  and.  Liourne. 
Ireland:  the  co~ties of Donegal,  Leitrim,  Cavan, 
Iiionaghan  and  Louth. 
···~.--; 
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These  new  measures  exemplify a  new  appl~oach,  from 
the  following  points of view in particular:  instead of being 
based on individual projects as is the quota section of the 
ERDF,  the  quota-froe section will be. based on specific 
prog:c22nmos  concerning  a  consistei::.t  series of aeasures  to 
be  implemented  by  a  Member  State.,  Included in these 
measures  are  "aids to  initiative" which will help stimulate 
firms?  ability to  adapt  to  market  trends  and  to  developments 
in technology,  in management,  etc~  These  measures  are 
intended in particular to  promote  small and medium-sized 
undcrto.kings,  h2..nclicrafts,  rural tourism,  now  for.a1s  of 
cnere:y  (mini--turcines)  and  the  renewal of run-dovm. 
inci.ustrial  sites,. 
With  regard  to  the  procedure  for allocating aid, 
the  Cow1cil  has  agreed to  adopt  that already in force  for 
tl)i,}  quota section :provideO..  for in l1.rticle  16  of tho 
Rogulr~tion setting up  the European Regional  Development  Fund. 
However,  in view of the difficulties which had to  be 
overcome  in reaching  a  Decision,  the  Council has  stressed 
in parti·cular the  exceptional  and  experimental nature of 
theGe  projects,  which  can,.'l.ot  be  considered as  a  precedent 
for  ru1Y  suosequent  decisions. 
Finall;;r,  the  Counci:t  agreement  covers  a  m:un1Jer of 
other points,  these  incluCleo.  the matters  on which the 
Con~ission had amended  its proposal,  pursuant  to Article  149 
of the Treaty,  following  the Opinion of the European 
Parliament  (budget  procedure,  information,  publicity) 0 
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UTUTED  KINGDOI.I  CONTRIBUTION  TO  THE  FINANCING  OF  THE 
COIEL1JNITY  BUDGET 
The  Council held a  general discussion on a  number  of 
problems  arising in connection with the proposals  submitted 
by the  Commission as  a  follow--up  to  the  conclusions of the 
Council  of 30  r,~ay  on  the United Kingdom  contribution to  the 
financing of the  Conmttnity  budeet~  These  proposals 
concerned the  adjustment  of the financial mechanism  and 
e.ddi ticnal measures  in favour of the United Kingdon.. 
At  the  close of the  discussion certain guidelines were 
evolved,  particularly with regard to the adjustment  of the 
financial  mechanism,  rvhie'1  v1ill  enable  the  Perma..'1.ent 
Representatives  Conrr,1i ttee to  continue its ex2..mination  of 
the  proposals  pendinc;  the  Opinion of the Europeru"l  Parliru11ent, 
which is expected in September. 
RIGHT  OF  ESTABLISHE:ENT  AND  FREEDOL~ TO  PROVIDE  SERVICES 
IN  THE  FIELD  OF  ARCHITECTURE 
The  Council  took note of progress  on the right of 
establisrunent  and  frec;dom  to  provide  services in the field of 
architecture  ru1d  agreed to  return to this subject in the 
autur.m. 
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NORTH-SOUTH  DIALOGUE  - PREPARATION  FOR  THE  FORTHCO:!fiNG 
SPECIAL  SESSION  OF  THE  UNITED  NATIONS  GENERAL  ASSEI':IBLY 
The  Council approved  the  guidelines which are  to  serve 
as  a  basis for the  COl1TIIion  position of the  Cor.rmuni ty and_  the 
Member  States at the  forthcoLling  special session of the 
United Nations  General Asse1ably  on develop1;1ent  probleL1S 
(Nevv  York 7  25  August  to  5  September 1980). 
The  Council confirmed the  fundamental political importar. 
which it attached to  the  North-South Dialogue. 
C01/ll'J0DITIES:  COCOA 
The  Council discussed the attitude to  be  adopted by the 
Cm>lr:iuni ty in the  consul  tat  ions shortly to be  held by the 
UNCTiiJ)  Secretary-General with  a  view to reinstituting 
negotiations for  the  conclusion of a  3rd.  International 
Cocoa  Agreement. 
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NEGOTIATIONS  WITH  ZIMBABWE  FOR  ITS  ACCESSION  TO  THE  2nd 
ACP-EEC  CONVENTION 
.After confirming the fundamental  importance it 
attached to  the  accession of Zimbabwe  to  the  Lome  Convention -
the principle of which was,  moreover,  accepted by  the 
ACP-EEC  Cov.ncil  of Ministers on 9  May  in Nairobi  -·  the 
Council  examined the  problems still outstanding in the 
negotiations.  It expressed its intention of approving at 
its next meeting the  additional brief to  enable  tho 
Commission  to  resume negotiations. 
RF.T!i\T10NS  WITH  JAPAN  - COI\'ITIIISSION  COMMUNICATIOJIT 
The  Conunission  submitted to  the  Council  a  cow~unication 
concDrning  the review of the  Community?s  trade policy 
viro;-a-vis  Japan. 
FoJ.lo~'.-~_:J.g  a  ::~rGJ_i:ninary  exchange  of vievvs  du:dng 
which clelcgations  g::;.ve  their initial reactions the  Council 
directed the Permanent Representatives  Committee,  with the 
aid of the Article  113  Committee,  to  conduct  a  thorough 
study o:f  the  Commission  communication and to  report back 
so  that the Council  would be  in a  position to  reach 
appropriate  conclusions at n  forthcoming meeting. 
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ITIO::J  l'J.'ill  STE~~I..  }'B.OB:L:·-·'?JS 
--~--------~--- .... -~-h  ____  .._ __ _ 
In tho  context of the  Qpplication of the anti-crisis 
measures  in the  iron and steel sector,  the  Council grMted 
the  consultation requested by the  Cownission  on  suspension 
of mininn.un  prices under certain conditions for :reinforcing 
rods,  mol"'chc.nt  bars  anc1  vvido  hot-rolled strips. 
At  the  end of its dj.scussion the  Council  agreed to 
conduct  a  thorough study of the iron and steel marl;:et  in the 
Comni.U..Ylity  at its next meeting in September. 
The  CoUJ."'lCil  had an  exchange  of views  on the  pro1Jlems 
arising in connection with imports of cassava into  the 
Community.  It took note of iVIr  Gill-TDELL\CH 's intention of 
visiting Thc.iland in Septe:ilber to  continue  the  talks begun 
with that  country.  It acreed.  to  raise the  whole  question 
again in the light of tho  Corrnnission  report on the  outcome 
of those  talks. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
E&1ergepc~ Xpod  aid for !he countries in the HorE-£i 
!fric~.  ~d neighbour,ins  •. collll~!~~ 
The  Council agreed to  the  emergency  food  aid proposed 
by the  Commission for the countries in the Horn of Africa  ~­
and neighbouring countries viz.  Ethiopia,  Somalia,  Djibouti, 
Sudan,  Kenya  and  Uganda.  This is in response to  aid appeals 
from  several BOVernments  in the region and  from 
international organizations  on  behalf of refugees  and 
drought victims in desperate straits. 
This  aid involves  8,000 tonnes  of skiiumed  milk powder, 
1,250 tonnes  of butteroil ro1d  1,000 tonnes  of sugar.  It will 
be  allocated free at  destination to the Governments  of the 
above  countries  and  the international orgenizations 
operating in the region for free  distribution to  refugees  and 
drought victims in accordance with such needs  as arise in 
the  second half of  1980. 
8931  o/80  (Presse  111)  to~/PB/~1  0  ••  /  0 •• - II -
22oVII.80 
Aid for  Zimbabwe  ----------------
Having  already decided  on  17  Juno to make  a 
contribution of 8  UEU.A  to the  UNHCR  progre..r.uno  to meet  urgep~ 
needs  in Zimbabwe,  the  Council agreed,  after completion  ~~ 
preparatory work  with the  ZiPbnbwe  _authorities,  to  the 
Community  programme  of aid to  Zimbabwe  sucgested  b~l the 
-
Commission.  This  plan provides for  a  Community  contribution 
of  4  l!EUA  to the  financing,  within the fraLlework  of the 
five-year plan prepared by the  Zimbabwe  authorities for the 
reconstruction of rural infrastructures,  of the first  annual 
programme  correal!  Jncl.ill£;·  to  the financial year  1980/1981, 
the cost of which is estimated at  40.4 l.iEUA. 
The  Community  aid will serve in particular to  provide 
some  of the  equipment  for the rebuildi11g of rural roads 
and  tracks  and  to rebuild the first set  of cattle dips 
which are  essential for the reconstitution of cattle herds 
which constitute the local population's main livelihood. 
~This aid will be  charged to the  Community  budget  fwLds 
for non-associated developing ccuntries._7 
8931  e/80  (Freese  111)  ton/PB/clm  •••/aoe - III -
The  Council adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Cou~unities Regulations  opening,  allocati1~ m1d  providing 
for the  adr.1inistration of  CornL:uni ty tariff quotas for 
products  originating in Yu~oslavia (1980) 
= "Slivovica11  plum  spirit 
= certain tobaccos 
EFTA  ----
The  Council approved  on  behalf  of the  Cor.mmnity: 
- Draft Decisions  No  2/80  of  the  EEC-Austria and EEC-Switzerland 
Joint Coliliili ttees  {  Coraumni ty transit)  on  the  run endment  of 
the Agreeoents  between the  European Economic  CowJunity  an~ 
Austria and  Switzerland  on  the application of the rules 
on  Conn.auni ty transit and  on  the  amencllilent  of  Appendix II 
to  those Agr1;ements; 
- Draft  Recommendation  No  1/80 of  the EEC-Austria Joint  Committee 
on  CoiDLlUni ty transit  on  the  a.rJlendraent  of the Agreement 
between the  European Econonic  Community  and  the 
Republic  of Austria  on  tho  siii1plification of  fon~ali  ties 
in respect  of goods  traded  between the  European Economic 
Comcunity,  on  the  one  hand  and  Greece"and  Turkey  on  the  other 
hand when  the  said goods  are forwarded  from Austriao 
8931  e/80  (Presse  111)  ton/PB/jr  o  e  o/ o  •  o -·  IV 
Customs  Union  - -
The  Council  adopted in the official  lar~eges of the 
Communities  Council Regulations  increasing the  volume  of the 
Community  tariff quotas  opened for  1980  for 
- ferro-silicon falling vrithin subheading 73.02  C of the 
Conunon  Customs  Tariff 
ferro-silica-manganese  falling within subheading  73o02  D 
of the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
·  - ferro-chromium containing not more  than  0.,10~; by weight of 
carbon and more  than  30~-~  bu.t  not more  than  SO~b by weight 
of chromium  (super-refined ferro-chromium)  falling vd  thin 
subheading  ex  73.,02  E  I  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff 
. 
- ferro-chromium  containing  4~b or more  by  weight of carbon 
falling within subheading  ex  73.02  E  I  of the  Common 
CUstoms  Tariff 
Textiles 
The  Council  EJ€r,:;  ~ d  to  oign the Agreements  between the 
European Economic  Community  3.!ld  the Hungarian People's 
Republic,  the Polish People's Hf;public  and the People's 
Republic of Bulgaria respectively,  on  trade in textile 
products,  the texts of which were  approved at its meeting 
on  27  :f!.~ay  1930. 
The  Council  also  adoptud in the official languages of 
the  Communities  a  Council Regulaticn  concerning the 
~rrangement for importation into  the  Benelux countries of 
jute yarn originating in 'J.lhniland  .. 
8931  e/80  (Presse  111)  ton/l'B/mf  o t1 e/  e e e - v - 22.,VII..,80 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  Directives 
- amending Directive  73/173/EEC  on  the  approximation of the 
laws,  regulations  and  administrative provisions of the 
Member  States relatine to  the classification,  po.cka.ging:~~ 
and labelling of dangerous  preparations  (solvents)~  -
- on  the  approximation of the laws of the Member  States 
relating to  rear-view mirrors for  two-'Nheeled motor 
vehicles with or without  a  side-car and  to  their fitting 
on such vehicles. 
SUIIIDlertime  ------
The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the 
Communities  a  Council Directive on  summertime  arrancements 
(see Press Release  8171/80  (Presse 94,  of 24.6.80). 
Public  contracts  _  _...__...  .. _____ _ 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the 
Communities  a  Council Directive adapting  and  supplementing 
Council Directive  77/62/EEC  of  21  December  1976  co-ordinating 
procedures for the  award of public  supply  contracts in 
respect of certain contracting authorities, 
8931  e/80  (Pressc  111)  ton/PB/mf - VI  ~  22.VII.80~ 
The  Council adopted in the  official le,nguages  c"  the 
Communities  a  Council Decision applying for the  second  tihle 
Decision 78/870/EEC  empov·:erinc:  the  Co~ission to contract 
loans for the purpose  of promotine investment within tho 
Conmruni ty  (see  decision of  15  July 1980;  Press Release  8?-59/80 
(Presse 107)). 
~ropean R~ional Development  Fun£ 
The  Council  took note  of the 4th Aru1ual  Report  (1978)  on 
the European Regional  Devclopr11ent  E\mL.  subr.:i tted by the 
CoiJID.ission;  it also noted the  comments  1Jade  ".Jy  the  various 
delegationo  on this report. 
ECSC 
The  Council gave its assent under Article 56(2)(a)  of  the 
ECSC  Treaty on 
- Yates  Circuit li'oil  Com.pany  (Ltd.)  (United Kingdom) 
- R.H.U  ..  Foods  Ltd.  (U::..i·:ed  Kingdom)'. 
On  a  proposal fran the  Belgian Government,  the  Council· 
appointed l'.lr  P.  COLIN,  Advisor at the  Employment  Administration, 
an alternate  meL-~ber of the  Advisor;-{  Co1ili11i ttee  on  Vocational 
.Training to  replace  :r.'ir  A.  COEH ~  who  has  resigned,  for the 
rm:1aindcr  of the latter's ten1  of  office,  i.e. w1til 
15  October 1980. 
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655th Council meeting 
- Foreign Affairs  -
Brussels,  15  and  16  September  1980 
President:  r.Tr  Gaston  THORN, 
Minister for Foreit):1 Affairs 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg f 
2  15/16.IX.,80 
The  Governments  of the rJiember  St2.t es  and the  Commission 
of the European  Co~m~mities were  repreeented as follows: 
Mr  C'.narles·~Ferdinand NOTHOT.ffi 
~ 8P:lY~I1S: 
Mr  Kj eld OLE3EN 
Mr  Niels  EJ1SBpLL 
Germmw: 
ln\L...,""•''·'""u._.....:.-
~-~r  H8.Ils-Dietrich GEl'TSCHER 
TI'lr  Klaus  von  DOID-ULNYI 
Frsnce:  ........... _  .... __  ~_ 
l-Jr  Jen.n  FTIANCOIS~·PONCET 
l'Jr  Pierre BI2N.c'L.'i.D-REYNOND 
Irelo.nd: 
C!..-~IO=.o  ....  ~., ..... 
Tar  Brian LENIHAN 
I·.Ir  Emilio  COLOIJ30 
I1r  Giuseppe  Z.\:'.ffiERLETTI 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
i;Iinister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretar:r, 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs 
Federal Minister for Foreign 
Affairs 
Ninister of State, 
Federal M:inistry for Foreign 
Affairs  · 
l;Unister for Foreig11 Affairs 
State Secretary, 
~:1inistry f::>r  Foreign Affairs 
1\Tinister for Foreign Affairs 
~Unister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Hinistry for Foreign Affairs 
9518  e/80  (Presse. 117)  erd/AH/ae  ..  Gil  ••  /  .... j 
i 
~-f.r  G2.ston.  THORi'T 
Netherlar..1.ds: 
_..,.'  ~• ,_., .r.• ,. •  ~-. ..,......,.  ~-··-'"""' 
1~1r  C.}\...  vm1.  der  KLA~';.UW 
Wr  D.F.  vo..~  der rmi 
Lord  C.-\RRINGTON 
Sir I en  G  ILIWUR 
Kr f£.);r  JENKINS 
Dr Frc"ngois--Xc,v--ier  ORTOLI 
Mr  Will1~_lEl  H:'\FEY:r:UJ;IP 
Idr  Lo ren~~o  N:~_Ti'..IJI 
I:lr. Claude  CHEYSSON 
i11r  L1:..tonio  GIOLI1'TI 
~lr  Chrisso:p::er  TUGEHDELT 
...  3  ..  15/15.IX.80 
Mirdstcr for Foreir/:t  Aff:::,irs 
Minister for J?oreig;:;.  Affairs 
State Secrek:.ry,  l'~inistry for 
Fo rE:i grl  .i\.ff2-.i rs 
Secrct~~J of State for  ForeiL~ 
o.nd  CorL.on'.'!G etl th AfL".i rs 
Lord l'ri  vJT  Se2.l 
I-reside::..t 
Vi  ce-Preside~1t 
Vice--J:?reside.::1t 
Vice-Preside:::lt 
FieE:ber 
Wier:~ber 
c 
0  0 
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PARLIAI':I!ENT-GOUNCIL  CONCILIATION  COMlUTTEE:  AID  TO 
NON-ASSOCIATED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 
16.IX.80 
At  the beginning of its proceedings  the  Council,  within 
the  framework  of  the  Conciliation Committee,  met  a  delegation 
from  the  European Parliament led by Mr  Gerard  JAQUET, 
Vice-President,  and  composed  of  ~~r Heinrich AIGNER,  Chairman 
of the  Committee  on  Budgetary Control and member  of the 
Committee  on  Budgets,  r.~r  Giovanni  BERSANI  and I\1r  Heinz KUHN, 
Vice-Presidents,  and Mr  Andrew  PEARCE  and Mr  Paul  VEHGES, 
members  of the  Committee  on  Development  and Co-operation,  and 
Mr  Anselmo  GOUTHIER,  member  of the  Committee  on  Bude;ets. 
The  conciliation meeting,  which dealt with  problems 
outstanding in the  draft framework  Regulation  on  financial  and 
technical aid to non-associated developing countries,  gave  the 
Council  the  opportunity of explaining the  grounds for the 
second  set of  joint guidelines  communicated to the European 
Parliarnent in June  of this year and  enabled the  delegation 
from  the  European Parliament to make  its observations  and 
comments4 
After a  wide-ranging discussion,  the European Parliament 
delegation and  the  Council set themselves  a  further period for 
reflection to  enable  the  two  Institutions to give  ctue 
consideration to the  arguments  put  forward  on both sides. 
9518  e/80  (Presse  117)  ner/.~H/wec - 5 -
NJjGOTIATIONS  WITH  ZErBABWE  ON  ACCESSION  TO  THE  2l'ill  LO!.'IE 
CONVENTION 
The  Council  approved  a  supplementary brief enabling the 
Commission to  resume negotiations with Zimbabwe  on its 
accession to the  2nd  Lome  Conventiono 
FINANCIAL  T.;IECHANISLI  AND  ADDITIONAL  UEASURES  TO  ASSIST 
THE  UNITED  KINGDOm 
Pending the Opinion which the  European Parliament is 
to  give at its part-session from  15  to  19  September,  the 
Council  continued its policy debate with particular reference 
to  the proposal for a  Regulation providing for additional 
measures  to  assist the United Kingdom,  in accordance with 
the  conclusions of the  Council  on 30 l'Iay  on the United Kingdom 
contribution to the financing of the  Co~~unity budget. 
The  discussion  enabled the  Council to  decide  on  certain 
guidelines,  having particular regard to  criteria and definition 
of the fields of applicationi  these guidelines should enable 
the Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to  continue its 
examination of the proposal in questiono 
9518 e/80  (Presse  117)  erd/AH/ae  •  Do/ o  • • ,.. 
0-
EXPORT  CREDITS:  ARRANGElVIENT  ON  GUIDELINES 
16.IX.80 
Following a  brief discussion of.the problems arising 
in connection with the  adaptation of the  Arrangement  on 
Guidelines for export  credits,  the  Council  instructed the 
Pernanent  Representatives Committee  to  continue its 
examination  of this9. 
REPORT  OF  THE  THREE  WISE  rJEN 
The  r,~ini sters for Foreign Affairs recorded their 
agreement  to  the report to the European Council  concerning 
the Report  of the  Three  Wise  rien. 
95·18  e/80  (Presse  117)  erd/AH/vf  ••o/G•• - 7- 16.IX.80 
PORTUGAL:  PRE-ACCESSION  AID 
The  Council  agreed to  comrnent  at its next meeting  oil  the 
overall  mnount  and  detailed arrangements  for pre-accession aid 
to Portugal. 
NORTH,..SOUTH  DIALOGUE  - OUTCOI.'fE  OF  THE  SPECIAL  SESSION  OF  THE 
UNITED  NATIONS  GENERAL  ASSEFCBLY 
The  Council took note  of the  outcome  of the  Special Session 
of the  United Nations General Assembly  devoted to  development 
problems  which recently finished in New  York.  It expressed the 
hope  that the  remaining difficulties could be  solved at the 
XX:X:Vth  ordinary session so  that  the  global negotiations  could 
be  effectively launched  and final  approval  given to the 
3rd Inten1ational Development  Strategy. 
9518  e/80  (Presse  117)  ner~~H)Wec  ••  a. I ... -- 8  ..  1G.IX.SO 
N12Xf  SECRET/\.RY. ·GEi-T:ER:\1  OF  THE  COU:0JCIL 
The  Council  has  s.:;_:rpointed  :i':lr  Niels  ERSB,0'LI1?  \~.rho  is 
curra1..tly  St~::::te  Scc:ret.'Jry at  tb.e  J.:i:~'list!"J  for  Fon.d::~,~ 
Af'fnirs of  Dei:1Llo.:clc 7  as Secretary·-GcnE",ral  of tho  Council 
of  t~1e  BuropeaJ:"l  Cor.n::m:j_-t:;ies  for a  period of  5  yeF:'.rs. 
t·.;r  :CRSB,0'LL  '!Jill  succeed the  pr8sent  Sccretru~y--Ger~eral, 
r,'lr  :Nicol8S  liQI;J.\l:::;L,  'iLW  is due  to  retire  o.c1  8  October. 
(See  Curric,..:th'!.l:.!.  Vitr::O.e  overleaf) 
9518  e/80  (?resse  117)  c:rd/,,~/&J. - 9 -
Curriculun vitae 
ERSB,0LL,  NIElS  E.N.,  State-Secretary for Foreign Economic 
Affairs,  .iilllbassador. 
Born April 9,  1926,  in Copenhagen. 
Married tc Birgitte E.,  journalist. 
1955 
1955 
1958-60 
1960-63 
1963-64 
1964-67 
1967-73 
1973-77 
1977-
1978• 
~faster of Law 
Entered the Danish I',hnistry of Foreign Affairs 
Secretary of Embassy,  the Danish Representation 
t::.;  NATO,  Paris 
Seconded for service in the EFTA-secretariat, 
Geneva 
Secretary of Embassy,  the Danish I.Iission to 
EFTA  and GATT,  Geneva 
Head  of Division,  r~inistr;,r of Foreign Affairs 
Director,  Secretariat for European Economic  Affairs, 
I:Iinistry of J?oreigil Affairs 
fu~bassador,  Permanent  Representative of Denmark 
to the European Conrruunities,  Brussels 
State~Secretary for Economic  ).ffairs, :1inistry of 
Foreign il.ffairs 
Chairman of the Governing Board.  of the 
International  Energy  Ager1cy.  / 
! 
9518  e/80  (Presse  117)  erd/t~/ae - I  - 15.IX.80 
NISCELLAUEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Community will grant Nepal  emergency aid of 
150,000 EUA.  This  aid is intended for the people living in 
the areas  devastated by  a11.  earthquake at the  end of July and 
is in response  to  e.n  appeal made  to  the Community  by UNDRO 
(United Nations Disaster Relief Office).  It will talce  the 
form of supplies  of -t;ents  (approximately 475)  and blankets. 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  a  Decision authorizing the  extension or tacit 
renewal  of certain trade agreements  concluded between 
~ember States and third countries. 
):)18  e/80  (Presse  117)  thy/JP/ls -II- 15.IX.80 
Tl-18  C('U.ncil  adopted in the official languages of the 
Commu  ...  '!J.itiei~  a  I>::cieion  on financial  aid from  the  Community  for 
the  eradicatim: of African swine  fever in Portugal. 
The  Co\L~Cil also a&opted in the  official languages  of the 
Co~~unities the  Reg~lation concerning the  conclusion of the 
Agreement  in the  form  of an  excha..11ge  of letters relating to 
Article 9  of  tDe  Supplementary Protocol to the Agreement  between 
the  Europcs.n Economic  Community and the  Portuguese  Republic 
(concerning the  Portuguese  provisions governing wine  covered 
by  a  registered designation of origin). 
On  a  proposal  from the Italian  Gove~ment, the  Cotmcil 
appointed  ~.!r  Danilo  BERE::CTA,  Segretario  Sindacale della CISL, 
a  member  of the Economic  and  Social Connnittee  to  replace 
1!;1r  Bruno  FASSINA,  who  has resigned,  for the remainder of the 
latter's term of  office~  which runs until  18  September  1982. 
Renewal  of the  ECSC  ConSI.;.ltative  Committee 
__.~----.....__-~--..._...--~--------
The  Council  confirmeo. for a  period of two  years the 
existing distrib"tl.tion of seats within the  ECSC  Consultative 
Committee,  the  term of office of which expires  on  15  October. 
9518  e/80  (Presse  117)  thy/PB/vf Presse·125-G 
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9737/80  (Pres.se  125) 
656th Council meeting 
- Budget  -
Brussels,  23/24  September  1980 
President:  Mr Jacques  SANTER, 
Minister for Finance 
of the Grand Duchy  of  Luxembourg - 2  23/24. n:.ao 
The  Governments  o:i"  the  :1ffi!11Jer States  and  the  Cor:unission 
of the  European  Communi·ties  were  represented as follows: 
Iir G.  GEENS 
Denmark:  ....,._,-····· 
Mr  Niels  ERSB¢LL 
IJr !.Ianfred  Lf!JINSTEIN 
].'rCJllce: 
tir Haurice  P.t\PON 
I:Ir  Sean  C.ALLEARY 
~taly: 
I.Ir  Carlo  FRAC.DJIZANI 
Luxembo~g: 
::Ir  Jacques  Si:J-TTER 
::::tr  Ernest  I·TUHLb~ 
!:Hnister for the  Budget 
State  Secretary, 
!:Tinistry for Foreign 1'.ffairs 
State Secretary, 
Federal TUnistry of Finance 
l'l:inister for the  Budget 
!.:inister of State in the 
Department  of the  Public 
Service 
State Secretary, 
Treasury 
Einister for  Finance 
State Secretary at the 
i.Tinistry of  Finance 
•  .._-!  •  ..  ~ 
9737  e/80  (Presse  125)  non/BS/ved  .... / .... Ncthorlm1ds:  ...  ,_  r  ,.,. ___  ......, 
lVir  D. F.  vnn  cler  lVllii 
!:m!EL~~E!: 
II'Ir  :Nigel  LAWSON 
Corn.mi ssi  on:  _....._ _____ _ 
Viscount  Etiexmo  DAVIGNON 
Mr  Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
0 
Aloo  nttcnCLing  c.s  observc::r: 
Greece:  ----
1~ George  CONTOGEORGIS 
0 
J  - 2.3/24.IX.80 
0 
0 
St~to Secretnry, 
l.Vlinistry  for  li'oroign. !1ff::.irs 
Finu.J.1ci21  Secr:Jtr'.r;y  to  the 
Tcc.su:ry 
Member 
Member 
0 
I\Iinister for  rGlo.tions with 
the  E'uro:per.m  Cmmnuni ties 
0 
9737  e/80  (Presse  125)  non/88/::e  •••  /  .. 0. - 4  - 24.-IX.80 
PREL:EIINf.JtY  DRAFT  G  ENERJU,  BUDG Er  1981 
During a  meeting of the  Interim  Conu~ittee at ministerie..l 
level prior to the  Council's  proceedings,  the  Greek 
delegation made  cornnents  on  &  n~mber of points relating to 
the  1981  budget,  and in particular to· the  Greek stgff 
complement  in the various  Community institutions,  aCl.d.itional 
measures  to assist the  Uni  tecl  Kingdon.,  the  break-dovvn  of 
the  Regional  Fund  and  expenditure relating to th'e marketing 
and  processing of agricultural products" 
The  Cor~m1ity delegation took note  of these  co~~ents and 
proposed to  ~ome back to them  8,t  a  later stage in its 
deliberations if necessary. 
It should.  also be  notoc.1  that the  Greek delegation tooJc 
part  i~ the Council's  subsequent discussions as  an observer. 
0 
0  0 
During the work devoted to preparing the  ctra:ft  general 
budget  of the  Europenn  Com:mu.11.ities  for  1981,  the  Council held 
a  meeting vn th a  clelegation from.  the  Europep.n Par) iament 
led by  r~rs  VEIL,  President of the  EUropean  Parliarnent,  and 
composed  as follows:  Hr  LlJrGE,  Chairman of the  Co:Jmi-Gtee  on 
Budgets,  Iir  NOTENBOO:J,  I·Jr  SPINELJJI  and  ~Ir ROSSI,  Vice-Chairmen 
of the  ComL'li ttee  on  Bucl.gets,  Er .AIJONNINO,  Rapporteur for the 
1981  Budget  (Commission),  ::Ir  .t;..:.1SQUER,  Rapporteur for the 
1981  Budget  (Other Institutions),  T!Ir  TAYLOR  and  I.:r  BONDE, 
tlembers  of the  Committee  on Budgets  and nr  .AIGNER 7  Chairman 
of the  Com.mittee  on Budgetary Control. 
9737  e/80  (Pl~esse  125)  non/~0.'ved 5.  24.IX.80 
The  mcotL1.g  enablari  the  Parliament  cry delGg:Jtion to  give 
its initial reo.ction.s  to  the  preliminc.ry draft budget,  with 
rogard both to  csrtain gen.c.:rcl  qu.::;stio;.1.s  o.nd  to  specific 
problt:ms  relating to  the  1981  budget,  o.':ld  enablr:,c:.  rna~nbers  of 
the  Co1mcil  to  enter into a  useful  dialogue  with th8  Em~opean 
ParlianEm·t  represent:J.tives .on  the ma:tter. 
After this  Gi:chaYJ.ge  of. ylc·:rs,  the President  of the  Council 
saicl  thc_t  the  Co"Lmcil  vvould  bear in mind  the  J.pprovetl  follo;ved · 
by the  Pc.rli8l.1ento.r;>'  delegation 8lld  the  conclusions  of the 
c.iscussions  c'.uring  the  forthcomin.g  deliberations  01'1  the 
prelic'Uino.ry draft budget. 
0 
0  0 
'rhe  Council  then proceeded to  exrunine  the  preliminary 
c.lraft  buclg;:;t  i tetl  by  it0m9  bectri:ng in 1niad  the  obsorv:~.tions 
of the  Parlinaento.ry delegation. 
At  the  close .of  the  debate,  the  Co"'vmcil  pre}XlrGd  o.  draft 
general  budget  of  tha  EuropGo.n  Communi·~ies for  1981,  comprising 
20,915  r:IZUA  in co!nEli tment  c.ppropriations  nnd  19  7 250  I.l"EUA  in 
po..yment  appropric.tions. 
'Jlhj_s  clro..ft  budgGt  will  b'='  forwar:.lc;d.  to  the  Europoo.n 
Pa.rlionwnt  at the  eo.rli::;st  opportu..YJ.i ty. 
9737  e/80  (Press<.'l  125)  non/BS,hn:nh  o  • a/ • o  • - I  - 23/24.  IX. 80 
MISCELLANEOUS  :DECISIONS 
The  Council  adopted,  in the.official languages of the 
Comrnuni  ties~  the  Decision  o•J.  the notification of p:'ovisional 
applj_cation by the European Economic  Community of  the 
International Natural  Rubb~:;r Agreement  1979. 
The  Council  gave  'Ghe  consultation requested und.er 
"A,rticle  6 ( 1)  of Decision  528/76/ECSC  on the  financial  aid 
awarded  by the  Member  Stat':s to  the  coal industry in 1979  and 
on  the  additional financial  aid awarded  by the  r.:J:ember  States 
to  the  coal  industry in 1978 •.  ·. 
'l'he  Coe-mcil  gave  its assent  to  a  set of eleven applications 
under Article  56 ( 2) (a)  of th8  :sese  'rreaty. 
On  a  proposal  from  the United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council  a~IJpoL:'.ted Tir  Pe-cer  D2::ION  of the  Conf'ed.eration  of . 
British Industry o.s  lli'l  alternate member  of  the  Advisory 
Committee  on  FroedoEl  of I':Iovement  for Workers  to  replace 
mr  Vil1cent  CHAMPION,  who  had rasigned,  for the  remainder  of 
the lal;ter's  -i~::nm  of office,  i.e. until 16  'J\~arch  1932. 
Finally,  on  a  proposal  from  the  DCJ.J.;.ish  Gove:r:rr:::tGnt,  the 
Cou..11cil  ::Lppointecl  IiTr  Pre  ben KARLS:8N,  ;0konorn;  Landsorga'1iS3.tionen 
i  Lc:..n;nark,  s.s  an alten1ate membor  of the  Advisory Corruni ttoe  on 
Frocclom  of  r.~ovemont for Workers  t.o  replace  Ivir  Ho1ger  JENSEN, 
who  had  resigned1  for th2  r~%ctin:ier of the latterv  s  term  of 
office,  i.e. until  16  Barch 1982" 
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President:  Mr  Paul  HELMINGER, 
State  Secretary,  Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs,  Foreign Trade  and 
Co-operation of the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 29.IX.80 
The  Governments  of the  Member  States  a..11d  the  Commission 
of the  European Communities  were  represented as  follov@: 
gelg!~: 
n~ Albert  LAVENS 
;Q§.~!!f: 
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
mr  Jprgen  HERTOFF 
g~!:E§¥1-1::. 
Dlr  Hans-.:: t;~gen ROHR 
Er~£~.= 
I.lr Joel  LE  THEULE 
1~1~!;!: 
:?Jr  Patrick P01:VER 
I:!!a;l.x: 
Mr  Nicola SIGNORELLO 
~~£~g: 
11r  Paul  HELrf!INGER 
Thlinister  of Agriculture  and for 
Small Firms and  Traders 
Ilinister for Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
ministry of Fisheries 
State Secretary, 
Federal Hinistry of Food, 
Agriculture and  l~orestry 
Dlinister for Transport 
l':linister for Fisheries 
Minister of Shipping 
State Secretary, 
T"!Iinistry  of Foreign Affairs 
9911  e/80  (Presse  128)  che/AH/ae  ...  ; ... Netherlands~ 
~Hr  Ger::.~i t  BR.AKS 
rdr  Peter  WALKER 
T/Ir  George  YOUNGER 
Mr  .~Hick BUCHANAN-SMITH 
Comn1ission: 
Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
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0 
1-:linister  of Agriculture  and 
Fisheries 
thnister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Secretary of State for 
Scotland 
Minister of State, 
IEinistry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
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FISHERIES  POLICY 
The  Council  recorded its agreeu1ent  to the  Regulation  on 
technical  conservation measures  concerning the  definition of 
areas,  net mesh  sizes,  by-catches,  fish  sj_zes,  a  prohibition 
on  fishing for certain species  during certain periods  and 
limitations  on  the  use  of  certain types  of gear or boats. 
The  Council agreed that this specific aspect  of the  cow~on 
fisheries  policy would  apply provisionally between  1  October 
and  20  December  1980  pending finalization of the whole  policy 
before that  date, 
In view  of  the  importance  of the  aspects  of the  common 
fisheries policy still uncer examination,  the Council  agreed 
to meet  again  on  28  October in order to  give  a  fresh impetus 
to other matters,  such as  TACs  and  quotas  for 1980,  structural 
policy and  improving the  organization of the markets,  and  thus 
pave  the  way  for the  overall decision to be  tru~en before  the 
end of the  year. 
The  Council took note  of the  report  from Er GUI\TDELA.CH, 
Vice-President  of  the  Conunission,  on  fisheries relations with 
third countries,  notably Norvvay,  Spain and Finland. 
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9938/80  (Presse  130) 
658th meeting of the  Council 
- Agriculture  -
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President:  Mr  Camille  NEY, 
Minister for Agriculture,  Viticulture, 
Water  and  Forestry of the 
Grand Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  -
The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
~~~~: 
Mr  Albert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Foul  DALSAGER 
Q~E!E!¥-!;t:: 
Mr  Hans-Jurgen  ROHR 
France:  __  .., ____ _ 
Mr  Pierre TIIEHAIGNERIE 
~:1r  Jacques  FOUCHIER 
Ireland~ 
Mr  Ray  WiacSHARRY 
l!~!;r: 
Mr  Ferruccio PISONI 
Minister for Agriculture  and 
for  Small  Firms  and  Traders 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretar""J, 
Federal Ministry of Food, 
Agriculture  and  Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
State  Secretary, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture 
State Secretary, 
ministry of Agriculture  and 
Forestry 
9938  e/80  (P1:-esse  130)  no~/KU/mh  •. _,/.ao ·  .. · 
!!~~~~e;: 
Mr  Camille  NEY 
1:h~  ..  J!~!~§E:9:~: 
Mr  Gerrit  BRAKS 
!~~ed  Kin~££~: 
Mr  Peter WALKER 
Mr  Alick BUCHANAN-SMITH 
Commission~ 
~-...  ._ __ 
Mr Finn Olav  GUNDELACH 
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Minister for Agriculture, 
Viticulture,  Waters  and  Forestry 
Minister for Agriculture 
Minister for Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Minister of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and  Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
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USB  OF  HOPJJON~S IN  Trill  PRODUCTION  OF  VEAL 
At  the instigation of the Italian delegc:.tion the 
Council held an  exchange of views  on the use  of hormones 
in the  production of calves  and vea1 111 
All  delegations  empho.sized  the  importance  they 
attached to  ee..rly  solution of the  problems  which had 
recently  jolted public opinion on the mntter,  and the 
Council  was  favourably  disposed towards  a  ban on the use 
of oestrogens,  whether natural or artificiala 
The  Council  c.lso  signified its agreement  to  tho 
desirability of greater harmonization of Community  laws 
in the  case of veterinary medicines  too  and  a  more 
efficient system of supervision in this field,  at both 
the  slaughtered meat  and  the production stage. 
Lastly,  it requested the  Commission  to  submit the 
necessary proposals  in good  time for the  Council  to 
have  a  reason~ble discussion on tho  issue at the 
earliest opportunity. 
9938  e/80  ( Presse  130)  ill-/K0/1ul  .  ... ;"  .. - 5  - 30.IX.80 
SHEEPMEAT  SECTOR  . 
Following a  detailed  exchange  of  views~  during which it 
clarified the last questions remaining outstanding  (notably 
with regard  to the  external aspect  of  the  organization of  the 
market  in this sector) 7  the  Cow1cil  signified its agreement  in 
principle to the necessary regulations and to  the content  of the 
exchanges of letters on  the voluntary restraint agreements 
with  the main countries  v~1ich export  sheepmeat to the  Comrnunity 
w.arket. 
The  aspects  of the compromise  reached during today's 
Council discussions relate in particular to: 
=the level.of the customs  duty applicable  to  imports  covered by 
voluntary restraint agreements  (10%); 
= the defence  of sensitive regions,  including the  duration of 
the protection offered  (until 31.3.1984); 
= the  import  arro.ngements  (certificates)  anrl  applicc..tion  of 
safeguard measures; 
= application of the  rules for granting the  slaughter premiuru 
and  of  those  relating to intervention. 
Decisions will be  taken as  soon  ns  the  procedures for 
consulting Greece  and  informing the  relevant  CoEuni ttees  of 
the European Parlirunent have  been completed. 
Consequent upon this agreement  in principle and  subject 
to completion of  the  procedures mentioned,  it is enviso.ged  that 
the  system  of orgo.nization of the mnrket  in this sector will 
eii'ter into force  on  20  October 1980,  as  regards  both its 
external m1d  internal aspects. 
··  ..... 
9938  e/80  (Presse  130)  ill/KO/jr  ...  / ... - 6  - 30 .IX.80 
NEW  Z:St. T.JI.WD  BUTTER 
After a  brief exchange  of views  the  Council  confirmed 
its agreement  in principle  of  22  July providing for 
retention of the  mechanisms  of the  present butter import 
arrangements  together with  an  increase in the  CIF price  to 
be  complied with  by  New  Zealand  (213.37  ECUs/100  kg,  the 
equivalent of 75%  of the  intervention price of Community 
butter)  and  a  special levy to  be  fixed  by  the  Commission at 
25.18  ECUs/100  kg.  This  adjustment will be  made  in exchange 
for  a  20,000  tonne  reduction in planned  imports  from 
New  Zealand  {95,000 tonnes  instead of the  115,000 tonnes 
authorized for  1980). 
This  arrangement will be  applicable  as  from 
6  October  1980. 
0  0 
The  Council  agreed to  postpone  discussion of the 
question of  impo:cts  of  New  Zealand butter in  1981  and 
subsequent years until its next meeting,  planned for 
20/21  October  1980o 
.... __ ,· 
9938  e/80  (Presse  130)  non/KO/mh  •••  /  0  •• - 7  ~  30.IX.80 
noaTICULTURE 
~--
C·he  Council  tco:.C  note  of  an  oral report  b;:;;  the Vice·· 
Presiclent  1  If.T  Gill'JDELACH 1 ·  conccrr.Lin(;  dis~~ortion of  corlllJeth;ion 
in hothouse  horticulture~  with  vet~  c1.:CLe.r  reference  tc the 
rates horticultural: r:;tcJ  iil  t~~,c;  r~c<:,: s::lands  wer2  chargeJ for 
ns.  tm.·2J  gas.  The  C  or.nniDs~'- c.:;_  :::  :t.~:  d.  ~.::l,j.t  i.t  vmuld  assume  its 
responsibilities  in the matt:::r  1  011  the  basj.s  in particular 
of Article  93  of the Treaty. 
OILSYSDS 
.....-............. .__~-
r;']le  C01.mcil  1:'1.-,·~d  2.  bri sf  exch~:mge of views  on  smenc.1ment 
of the Regulation concerning  -the  c~:-i teria for  determining the 
world marl{et  :;?rice  of oilsoeds. 
At  t:he  close  of the  debate 1  r:hich  co11cerned  the 
desirability of adjusting current  aid for  oilse8ds,  the 
CoUtJ.cil  instrncterl the Special  Corr.mittee  on  Av.:-icul ture to 
go  ir:to  the  y_uestio-nEJ  r.1ti:LL  outstcmding and to report  back 
to  the  Council  for its next  meating. 
9938  c/80  (Pr3SS 2  120)  j_'lOn/CO/aeb  I 
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SITUATION  ON  THE  PIG~.mAT  ~ili'illKET 
On  the basis  of  a  Co1Mnission  report~  the  Council held  an 
exchc..nge  of viev.;s  on  the situation in the  piglT:eo.t  sector, 
including the  aspects  relating to  trade with third countries. 
The  Conm1ission  report  described in pa.rticulur price trends 
since winter 1979/1980 and  the  support measures  taken by 
the  Cor;1l-.lission.  The  vcrious dolega:tions  gave  their reactions 
and  expressed their concern  on the 3atter during the  discussion. 
INVESTr,'IENT  IN  PIG  PRODUCTION 
The  Council held an exchange  of  views  on  the  amenc1ed  text 
proposed by the  Cor.w.ission  re{Sarding  the restrictions  on 
investment  aid in pigro-,eo.t  production.  It considered it 
desirable  to  resume  exo.ninc.tion of  t!:'lis  issue  in the  context 
of its discussions  on structural policy at its next meeting. 
VARIOUS  STATElillNTS 
The  Council noted  the  st:~.tements by various  clelcgc:.tions 9 
accompcnied  where  o.pproprio.  te  9  by the  Co:nr.1ission' s  replies~ 
on  the  follovving  matters~ 
= neaaure tc fu.cilito.te  the  disposal  of intervention  butter~ 
lmovm  as  "Christnas butter"  (Gernan delegation) g 
=expiry of  the  derogc.tions  for  swine  fever  (Danish delegation); 
=sluice-gate price for poultry  (United Kingdom  delegation). 
9938  e/80  (Presse  13D)  ill/KO/jr  •. .. 1 .•. - 9 - 30.IX.80 
FUTURE  OF  COI'imiDNITY  SUGAR  ARRlll1GEl.'/IENTS 
In view of the  expiry on  30  June  1981  of the  existing 
sugar arrangements,  the Commission  submitted to  the  Council 
its proposal for new  arrangements  for the organization of 
the market  in sugar and isoglucose. 
The  Council instructed the Special  Committee  on 
Agriculture to  examine  the  Commission  proposai  and agreed to 
resume  its discussion on  the new  arrangements  for sugar at 
its next meeting. 
9938  e/80  (Presse  130-)  ill/KO/mf L~  I  -
The  Council  adopted in the official languages of the 
Communities  the  Regulations~ 
- on measures  to  encourage  the use of flax fibres  for the 
1980/1981  and  1981/1982 marlwting years  (encouragGmcnt  of 
information progrrurunes,  search for new  outlets and 
improved products);  . 
-amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  315/68 fixing  the  q_uality 
standards for flowering bulbs,  corms  and tubers  (addition 
·  ~ of six vn.ri eties to  the Annex  to  the Regulation in 
question); 
- laying  down  general rules in respec·t;  of production aid 
for olive oil for the  1980/1981  marketing year  (largely 
renewal with  some  amendments,  of the rules applied 
during  the  p::ccvious  marketing year) ; 
- laying  doV'm.  special measures  in respect of oliYe oil 
producer organizations  for the  198071981  marketing year 
(maintenance  for the next mc.rketing year of the  special 
measures  of the  previous  year)~ 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  878/77  on the  exchange 
rates to  be  applied in agriculture  (clarification of the 
.~exes to Regulation  (EEC)  No  1366/80  and  correction 
of a  technical  error)$ 
Relations with the  EFTA  countries 
The  Council  also  adopted in the official  langua~es of  the 
Communities  Decisions 
-No  1/80 of the  EEC-EFTA  Joint  Co@nittees  amending 
lists A and B  annexed  to  Protocol No  3  on Origin  (:polishing 
discs or rings  and rethrcaded tyres)p 
No  2/80  of the  EEC-EFTA  Joint  Committees  amending list B 
annexed  to  Protocol No  3  on  Origin (imitation  jev:ellery)" 
9938  e/80  (Presse  130)  ill/KO/mf  .....  /  ••  ao ~ II - 30.IX.80 
The  Council also  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulation  providing for  certain technical 
measures  for the  conservation of fishery resources?  to which 
it signified its agreement  on  29 September 1980. 
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President:  mr  Gaston  THORN, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
of  the  Grand-Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 7.X  .. 80 
The  Governments  of the  Member  States  and the  Commission  of 
the European  Commlli~ities were  represented as  follows: 
]~1~1:~= 
nir Charles-Ferdinand NOTHm,m  Hillister for Foreign Affairs 
~iir  Willy  CLAES  Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Denmark:  -------
Mr  Niels  ERSB_0I,L 
§;~~~~= 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
EffE!£~: 
Mr  Andre  GIRAUD 
Ireland:  --------
r;lr  Brian LENIHAN 
Mr  Ray  BURKE 
1!f:1~= 
Mr  Antonio  BISAGLIA 
Mr  Giuseppe  ZAMBERLETTI 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
Mr  Paul HELMINGER 
Netherlands: 
State Secretary, 
tflinistry for  Forej_gn  Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Federal l'linistry of Economic 
Affairs 
Minister for  Industry 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
rHnist.er of State at the 
Department  of  Industry,  Commerce 
and  Energy 
Minister for  Industry 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Thlr  D,.F.  van der I.TEI  State Secretary for  Foreign 
Affairs 
10098  e/80  (Presse  133)  rob/BS/sb  ....  /  ••• Lord  CAP  .. IUNGTON 
Sir Ian GILriiOUR. 
I:ir  Adam  BUTLER 
Cr·rr.:ni s si  on:  -....  ..,..  ........ .,._~--.. --
Ilc  Roy  JENIITNS 
~'··'- }!Tangois-Xavier  ORTOLI 
L  .. '  Lorenzo  NATALI 
Ifi:~  Henk  VREDELING 
J:.iir  Claude  CHEYSSON 
Nrr  Antonio  GIOLITTI 
Viscount  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
1"lr  Christopher  TUGENDHAT 
0 
Also  present as  an observer: 
Greece: 
Mr  Constantin IVITTSOTAKIS 
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0 
Secreta.ry of State for Foreign 
and  Commonwealth Affairs 
Lord  Privy Seal 
flinister of State, 
Department  of Industry 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
l'ilember 
member 
IJember 
0 
Minister for  Foreign Affairs 
0  0 
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The  President  expressed  the Council's gratitude  to 
f!Ir  Nicolas  HGri.ITl.SL,  Secretary-General of the Council 
since  July  1973,  who  is leaving his post,  on reaching 
retirement  age,  for his dedication and the  great  services 
he  has  rendered in carrying out  the  important  task 
entrusted to him  by  the Council.  The  President  of  the 
Commission associated himself with this tribute. 
10098  e/80  (Presse  133)  ton/BS/mb  a  • ./  •  •  • 
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FIN.A.NCIAL  MECHANISH  AND  SUPPLEMENTARY  YllEASURES  IN  FAVOUR  OF 
THE  UNITED  KllmDOiv1 
The  Council  continued its examination  of the  two  proposals 
for Regulations,  one  amending the financial mechanism  and  the 
other establishing supplementary measures  in favour  of the 
United Kingdom. 
The  Council noted that there was  agreement  on  the  enacting 
terms  of the Regulation  amending the financial  mechanism.  The 
Council  reached  agreement  on  the main  issues  outstanding  llL 
relation to the  supplementary measures  in favour  of the 
United Kingdom. 
Concluding the  discussion,  the  Council  instructed the 
Permanent  Representatives  Committee  to finalize  the texts  of 
these two  Regulations. 
:MATTERS  i!'rHICH  'VILL  COHE  BEFORE  THE  COUNCIL  BEFOP..E  THE  Bi'ill  OF 
1980 
The  Council had  before it a  note  from  the Presidency 
listing the  main matters  which will  come  before the  Council 
meeting in a  composition other than that  of the General hffairs 
Council before the  end  of  1980  (so-called "la Marlia11  procedure) 
and noted the  comments  made  and  opinions  expressed by the 
delegations  and the  Commission  on  some  of these raatt.ers, 
particularly those  involving the  1981  draft  budget  and the 
substantive questions  relating thereto  and  the  firm undertnlcing 
to  implement  an  overall common  fisheries  policy by 
1  January  1981  at the latest. 
10098  e/80 -(Presse  133)  ton/BS/sb  I 
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INTERNATIONAL  COCOA  AGREEMENT 
The  Council instructed the  Permanent  Representatives 
Corruni ttee to finalize  the  Com..rnuni ty position for  the 
proposed  UNCTAD  negotiations  on the  basis  of today's 
discussions. 
CASSAVA  IKPORTS 
The  Council noted that the  Comillission  was  actively 
continuing its talks with Thailand and  other major 
supplier countries. 
RELATIONS  WITH  THE  ACP  STATES:  REQUEST  FOR  ACCESSION  OF 
THE  REPUBLIC  OF  VANUATU  TO  THE  SECOND  ACP-EEC  CONVENTION 
The  Council,  noting that the  Government  of  the 
Republic  of Vanuatu had made  a  formal  requesi; to  the 
ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers  on  24  September  1980 for 
accession to  the  second  ACP-EEC  Convention,  stressed 
the  importance which it attached-to  the  accession of 
the Republic  of Vanuatu  to  the  second  ACP-·EEC  Convention 
and  expressed  the  hope  that  the  ~ccession procedure  could be 
set in motion as rapidly as  possible in accordance  with 
Article  185 ·of  the  Convention. 
10098  G/80  (Presse  133)  ton/BS/mb  ...  / ... 7 .x.so 
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PORTUGAL:  PRE-ACCESSION  AID 
Until its accession,  the  Co~~unity hcs  decided  to 
grant  Portugal  exceptional aid to assist with practical 
projects to  enable  the  Portuguese  economy  to  be  s;;10othly 
integrated into  the  Co~uunityo 
This  exceptional  pre-a.cce ssion aid will amount  to 
a  total of  275  r.'JEUA~  comprising: 
- ·1  :;o  l!lEUA  in investment loans financed  by the  European 
Investment  Bank  from its own  resources,  125  r:IEUA  of 
vvhich  y,rill  qualify for  a  3;:;  interest-rate  subsidy to 
be  charged to the  Conununi ty budget; 
- resources,  to  be  charged to  the  Communuty  budget,  in the 
form  of non-refundable  aid totalling 125.  j\illUA  for the 
financing  of co-operation measures  and  projects  (100  r/I:SUA) 
and  of interest-rate  subsidies  (25  MEUA). 
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REGIONAL  FUND  - QUOTA·· FREE  SECTION 
After resolving the final  outstanding question  regarding 
the methods  by which the quota-free projects will be  finru1ced 
by  the European Regional  Development  Fund,  the  Council  adopted, 
in the official languages  of the  CommL~ities,  the  followli1g 
five Regulations  instituting specific  Conununity  measures 
contributing to: 
the  development  of certain French and  Italian regions  in 
the  context  of  Comnw.nity  enlargement; 
overcoming  constraints  on  the- development  of new  econorn.ic 
activities  in  certe.L~ zones  adversely affected by 
restructuring of the steel  industry; 
- overcoming constraints  on  the  development,  .. of new ·economic 
activities  in certain zones  adverselyj:affected by 
restructuring of the shipbuilding industry; 
- improving security of  energy supply  in certain Community 
regions  by way  of  improved use  of new  teclliLiques  for hydro-
electrical power  3lld  G.lternative  energy sources; 
- the  improveoent  of the  economic  and social situation of the 
border areas  of  Ireland  and  Northern  Ireland. 
RESOLUTIONS  ADOPTED  BY  THE  EUROPEAN  PARLII'J.'IENT 
The  Council noted that the President  of the European 
Parliament  had  rece!ltly forwarded  to it twenty-seven 
Resolutions  adopted  by the European Parliament  at  its sit·cing 
in September  1980.  The  President  of the  Council  drew  particular 
attention to the  Resolu·cions  regarding the  EEC  l:ontribution to 
the  campaign to  elimina·t.e  hunger  from  the world,  to  the measures 
to assist the United Kingdom  and  to  the  iron and steel  indus~Gry. 
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IRON  AND  STEEL  PROBLEl'.~S 
The  Council held  a  detailed  exchange  of views  on  the 
Commission  req_uest  for assent  pursuant  to Article  58  of the 
ECSC  Treaty.  The  Commission  considered that the  conditions 
laid down  in that Article  (manifest  crisis)  had  been fulfilledo 
After the discussion,  the President noted that  ei~~t 
Member  States were  prepared to act  on  the  Commission  proposals 
for the  establishraent  of a  system of  production  quotas  for the 
iron  and steel industry.  One  delegation was  unable  to  e1qJress 
an  opinion  on  the  mat·cer since  it had yet  to consult  its 
government.  In these  circumstances  the  formal  decisiOl'l  on  the 
assent  requested by the  8ommission will be  taken  by written 
procedure. 
As  regards  the  social measures  proposed  by the  Co~uission, 
the  Council  recognized their importance  in the  context  of 
Community  iron and steel policy  a.."ld  instructed the  Perm~:nent 
Representatives  Committee  to prepare this topic  thoroughly for 
discussion by the  Council  at  its next  meetingo 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
The  Council  appointed 
- on  a  proposal  from the  Danish  Government,  l~r Knud  CHRISTENSEN, 
Naestformand  i  La...'ldsorganisat ion  en  i  Danm9.2:'k"  as  a  member  of 
the  Economic  and  Social  Committee  to  replace 
Wr  Poul  NYRUP  RASiviUSSEN,  who  has  res  ie-,ned,  for the  remainder 
of the latter's term of office i.e. m1til  18  September  1982; 
on  a  proposa~ from  the United  Kingdom  Government, 
Mr  G.H.  STEVENS,  as  a  member  of the  Ad-...risory  Committee  of the 
Euratom Supply  Agency  to replace  li!Irs  A.S.  GITTELSON,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  remainder of the  latter's term  of office, 
i.e. until  28  March  1981; 
on  a  proposal  from the  German  Government,  M:r  Georg  von KLITZ ING 
and  Mr  Helmut  SCHUG 1  as  members  of the  Advisory  Committee  of 
Euratom Supply  Agency  to replace  i):'Ir  KeA.  KELTSCH  and 
~:Ir  H.  KREWER,  who  have  :r·esigned,  for the  remainder of their 
term  of office  9  i.  Go  until  28  rfl:arch  1  •J81) 
- o::-1  a  proposal  from  the Danish  Government,  Mr  Jprgen  ELTI{OFER, 
Konsulent,  Landsorganisationen  i  Darunark,  as  a  full  memb~r of 
the  Advisory  Committee  on  Safety~ Hygiene  and  Health Protection 
at  Work,  and  Mrs  Karen-Lisbeth  SVANHOL~, Konsulent, 
Lands organisation  en  i  Damn ark,  ;::.s  an  alternate member  of the 
Committee,  to  replace  Mr  Bendt  DREVlSEN,  full member,  who  has 
resigned,  and ?;Ir  Jprgen  ELTICOJ.!'ER,  alternate member,  who  has 
resigned,  for the  re~ali1der of their term of office, 
i.e. until  22  November  1981. 
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The  Council  adopted  in the  o:fl'ici.?.l  langu::cgt:s  of  the 
C::JmrJlmi ties the Regulation  extending the p:covisional anti-
dUTII}:'~ng  duty  on mechdnica.l  ·:1larrn  clocks  ( otber tha::-1  travel 
al8xms)  originating i:n  the  Gerraa.n  Democratic  Republic  and  the 
-- .... --·  ..  -,:;,.-.... ~.-
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
10191/80  (Presse  1J4) 
660th meeting of  the  Council 
- .Agriculture -
Luxembourg,  14  October  198C 
President:  ~1r  Camille  HEY, 
Minister for .Agriculture,  Viticulture, 
'dater and  Forestry of the 
Grand  Duchy  of  Lv~embourg 14 .. X.80 
The  Gover.c.ments  of the I;Ierr.ber  States  and  the  Commission 
of the  Europcal1Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
].e:_;!;g!~: 
lVIr  .1.U bert  JJAVE?<TS 
Denmark:  _____  .. ,....._ 
l'Ir  Poul  D!..LSAGER  · 
g~E~~;y,:: 
~.'Ir  Hans··Jttrgen  ROHR 
L1r  Pierre IfiEF_AIGl'TERIE 
Nr Ray  !~Iac  SHAREY 
l'ilr  G  i ova.nni  ?!lltRCOF -~ 
10191  e/80  (Presse  134)  ood/I:II/im 
minister for ;.gricul  ture  and 
for  Small  Fi111s  2nd  Traders 
l\Iinister for l.i.g-.dcul ture 
State Secretary, 
Federal  ~hnist:~y of Food, 
Agriculture  and  FoJ.~estry 
Minister for Agriculture 
I1linister for AE:;-.cicu1 ture 
Minister for Ar;riculture  and 
Forestry 1£:!f~!.!}}?.£:?:E€i~ 
Mr  Camille  NEY 
The  Netr1er~:::.<nds  ~ 
... ,.OJU00>.._ ...... _,_ ..... _~  .. ~-«=1~--..... -
I.J'  C  e :cri  t  BL.ll.lG3 
The  United I:ilH::domg  __  ,  .. .,.._. ___  ..___.  ....... ...,.'-'"' ....  ~  .... o.eow .... ..--
Cmmnission~ 
~  ........ --_..~  .............. ~ 
Mr  Finn 01a.v  GUTE':SI'i~CH 
0 
- 3  -- 14.,X.80 
Min:i_c:;ter  for  Ag'ricul  ture, 
Vitic:v.l  tv.J.",,  ~  Vlater  and  Forestry 
Mirdste:c  fer  AgT'ic:·J.l ture 
Minister for Ap  .. icul  ture, 
FishGries  and  Food 
:Niini:'~teT  of ;_)(;ate, 
Minis try of Agriculture, 
.Fisheries  and  Fooc1 
Vice-?x'esident 
0 
0 
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ORGANIZATION  OF  THE  MARKET  IN  SHEEFMEAT 
Confirming the  agreement  in principle reached at its 
previous meeting  ( 1) 1  the  Council  adopted,  in the official 
languages  of the  Communities,  the necessary texts  on  the 
organization of the  market  in sheepmeat. 
These·texts  are  as  follows: 
the  Decision  on  the  conclusion of volunatry restraint 
agreements  negotiated with third countries in the  sheepmeat 
and  goatmeat sector;  . 
the proposal for a  Regulation concerning the  collection 
of the  lev.r  applicable  to  certain live  a11imals  in the 
sheepmeat  and  goa-~me[~t  sector~ 
the Regulation on  the  imple:r.1entation of H<:gulation  No  1837/80 
on  the  common  organization of the market  in sheepmeat  and 
goatmeat; 
- the proposal for a  Regulation  dero~ating from  certain import 
rules laid dow:n  in Regulation  (EEC;  No  1837/80  on  the  common 
organization of the  market  il1.  sheepmeat  and  goatmeat; 
the proposal for  a  Regulation laying dovvn  conditions for  the 
application of protective I:J.easures  in the  sheepm.eat  and 
goatrneat  sector; 
the proposal for a  Regulation laying doM1  general rules 
governi:'lg  ~ihe  o~anting of the  premium for the  benofi  t  of 
sheepmeat  producers~ 
- the proposal for a  Regulation laying dovm  general rules for 
intervention with regard to  the  Eheepmeat  and  goatm.eat 
sector. 
1 
( ')  See  Press  Release  9938/80  (Presse  130)  of 30  .. IX.80. 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
10442/80  (Presse  138) 
661st meeting of  the  Council 
~ Economics/Finance  -
Luxembourg,  20  October  1980 
President:  Mr  Jacques  SANTER, 
Minister for  Finance 
of  the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 20 .x.so 
The  Governments  of the Member  States and  the  Commission 
of  the  European Com;nunities  were  represented as follows: 
Ntr  Paul  NOTERDAEME  Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Denmark: 
I\ir  Ivar  N,.0RGAARD  IVlinister for Economic  Affairs 
riir  Manfred  LAliNSTEIN  State Secretary, 
Federal Iilinistry of  Finance 
fdr  Otto  SCHLECHT  State Secretary, 
F·~deral IV1inistry  of  thG  Economy 
France: 
-
Mr  Rene  MONORY  Minister for  the  Economy 
Ireland; 
-·-~-..---
I!T  ~.Iicha'21  0 ~ IG;NNEDY  r:iini ster for Finance 
I.:!!~.!l= 
Mr  Renata  RUGGIERO  Ambas~"ador, 
Permanent  Representative 
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.!1~~~!2£!d:!:g: 
Mr  Jscques  SANTER  Minister for  Finance 
.. 
r.1r  Ernest  l11UHLEN  State Secretary for  Finance 
Netht:rlands:  _______  , __ _ 
Mr  A.P.J.l\1.£1.  van der STEE  l\linister for Finance 
Sir Geoffrey  HOWE  Chancellor  of the  Exchequer 
The  Commission:  _______  .._ __  .,.... __ 
~tr  Frangois-Xavier  ORTOLI  Vice-President 
0 
0  0 
The  meeting was  also  attended  by: 
Nlr  F.  W.  RUTTEN 
nrr  Jean-Yves  HABERER 
Chairman of the  Economic 
Policy Committee 
Chairman of the  Monetary 
Committee 
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COMMUNITY  LOANS:  SECOND  TRANCHE  OF  THE  NEW  CQr.ill'IDNITY  INSTRUI'olENT 
The  Council reached  agreement ,on  the  exceptional inclusion, 
under  certain conditions  and within certain limits,  of  advance 
factories  and housing projects in the  scope  of loans to  be 
granted under the  second tranche  of the  NCI. 
It instructed the  Permanent Representatives Committee  to 
finalize  the details of this agreement. 
ENERGY  AND  ECONOMIC  POLICY 
The  Council heard the presentation by  l,~r  ORTOLI  of the 
Commission  communication on energy and  economic  policy and 
conducted a  policy debate  on the  problems tackled in the 
communication. 
The  debate  allowed delegations  to  express their initial 
thinking on this  complex  subject.  In conclusion the Council 
agreed that further thought  would  be  given to  the  matter at 
one  of its forthcoming meetings  and instructed the Permanent 
Representatives Committee  to  prepare  the  ground for these 
deliberations. 
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PROBLEMS  OF  RECYCLING 
The  Council heard an introductory  statom(;.mt  by 
1/Ir  Jean-Yves Haberer,  Chairman of the  monetary  Committee,  who 
presented the Committee's  report  on recycling,  the  Annex  to 
which  contains  an  opinion on the use  of the  ECU  as  denominator 
for loans  by  tha  Corrununity.  The  Council-held  a  policy debate 
on theso  subjects. 
Concluding its discussion,  the  Council  thanked  the 
Monetary  Committee  for its excellent report  and broadly 
approved  the  considerations  set  out  therein. 
The  Council noted that the  Comn1ission would,  in the light 
of the  :Monetary  Com..rnitteG's  report  and  of today's discussions, 
submit  to it by its next meeting  on  economic  and financial 
questions  a  proposal concerning the adjustment  of  the mechanism 
for  Comn1unity  loans. 
As  regards  the  other s.spects  of  the  probhnn of recycling, 
the  Council requested  the  monetary  Committee  to  continue its 
study along the  lines followed  in its report. 
EXPORT  CREDITS 
The  Council  continued its discussions with a  view  to 
·arriving at a  Coilli!lunity  position for the negotiSLtions  now 
under  way  SL.IDong  the Participants in the  Arrangement  on 
Guidelines  concerning the  ~nenllinent of that Arrangement. 
Having restated its determination to work  out  a  Community 
position in time  for the  next meeting of the  Participants 
in the  Arrangement,  the  Council  agreed  to  roturn to this 
i tern  at its next meeting  on  17  Nove1aber. 
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r.ITSCELL .  .i\.~OUS  DECISIONS.  - _  .. 
Tha  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the  Directive  on the  approximation of the  laws 
of  the  member  S·~atss relating to  the  protection of  employees 
in the  event  of the insolvency of their employer. 
The  Council  signified its agreement  to  emergency aid 
amounting to  1  NffiUA  proposed  by  the  Commission for the 
victims of  the El  Asnam  earthquake  (Article  950  of the 
budget) •  As  p::trt  of this measure,  the  Commission has 
already sent  an initial amount  of  200,000  EUA  through the 
World  Council  of Churches for the  supply  of  immediate 
necessities. 
The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Coranmni ties the Regulation temporarily  suspending the 
autonomous  Common  Customs Tariff duties  on certain catalysts 
falling within subheading  ex  38.19 G of the Common  Customs 
Tariff. 
The  Council  adopted in the;  official languages ·of  the 
Communities  the  Regulation opening,  allocating and  providing 
for  the  administration of  a  Community  tariff quota for 
aubergines falling within subheading  ex  07.01  T of the 
Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating in Cyprus  (1980). 
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Relations with Canada 
The  Council  gave its approval for the  Commission  to  proceed 
with the  conclusion of a  Co-operation Agreement  with  Canada 
(AECL)  in the  field of nuclear waste  managemento 
The  Council  signified its agreement  to  the letter of 
amendment  to  the draft general budget  of the European Communities 
for the financial year  1981;  this letter of  amendment  transposes 
into  budgetary form  the  Council's  agreement  of 7  October  1980  on 
pre-accession aid to Portugal.  It has  been  sent to  the 
European Parliament under the  budgetary procedure. 
On  a  proposal from  the United Kingdom  Government,  the 
Council appointed  lVIr  A.  BROWN,  Chief Executive,  Manpower  Services 
Commission,  Training Service Division,  a  ~.1ember of the  Management 
Board  of the  European Centre for the  Development  of Vocational 
Training to replace Dr  R.,M.  JOHNSON,  who  has  resigned,  for the 
remainder of the latter's term of office,  which  runs until 
14  January  1982. 
On  a  proposal from  the  United Kingdom  Government,  the  Council 
also  appointed !Wiss  A,.  MACKIE,  OBE,  Unilever Limited,  _and 
Mr  R.F.  EBERLIE,  Head  of Safety  and Health Department,  Social 
Affairs Directorate,  Confederation of British Industry,  alternate 
members  of  the Advisory  Committee  on Safety,  Hygiene  and Health 
Protection at Work  in place of  Mr  John PETRIE  and  1\!fr  John  DEWSBURY, 
alternate members  who  have  resigned,  for  the  remainder of the 
latter~'  term of office,  which  runs until 22  November  1981t.-
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The  Council adopted in the official languages  of the 
Com;:~unities the  decision designating the representative 
org3.nizations required  to  draw up  the lists of candidates 
for the  ECSC  Consultative  Comnittee. 
ECSC 
The  Council  g3.ve  i.ts assent under  the  second  paragraph 
of Article  54  of  tl~:;,  :;;_:::;:Jc  Tr0aty for  the  financing  of 
investment  projec
1~:c:  ~G  i.ncroase  a::1d  statilize pellet 
production and  Lr:;rove  pellet quality at  th0  iron ore  mine 
and  processing pi.::.;1t  a.t  Kirkenes  ( NortheJ~n Norwe.y)  by 
Aktieselskabet  Sydvarang~r,  Oslo  (Norway). 
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COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
PRESS  RELEASE 
10685/80  (Presse  145) 
662nd  meeting of the Council 
- Tax  Questions  -
Luxembourg~  27  October  1980, 
President:  Mr  Jacques  SANTER, 
iifiini:~>ter  for Finance 
of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg - 2  --
The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the 
Commission  of the  Europea.n.  Communities  were  represented 
as  follows; 
!?~!~1:~!!1 
Mr  ~.1arc  LEPO IVIlE 
Denmark 
Mr  Karl  HJORTN)  .. ES 
Germany  -------..:.. 
Mr  Hans  HUTTER 
France 
1k  ~.1aurice  PA::'?ON 
Ireland 
Ur  Sean  CALLK'i.TIY 
Mr  Francesco  COLUSCI 
!:~~~!!1E2~EE~ 
Hr  Jacques  SAN'.OJ~R 
Thir  Ernest  mUHLEN 
Deputy  Permanent  Represen·:~ative 
Mi..n.ister  for Fiscal Affairs 
Director-General, 
Fedel~al Ministry of  Fin2...n.ce 
r.1inister for  the  Budget 
I,Iinister of State,  Depa:c~·i:;ment  of 
the Public  Service  of  Ireland 
State Secretary, 
rhnistry of Finance 
T·:Ii..'liste::-:- for  Fi..'1.ance 
State Secretary, 
r1inistry  of  Fina.'lce 
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Netherlands:  0 __  ..,.. ...  a==_  _. __ 
:!VIr  M.J .J  ..  van  A111JERSVOORT  State Secretary for Finance 
!!~ted KiE;~S}E: 
lVIr  Peter REES 
££!!ill!ission: 
Mr  Richard  BURKE 
0 
Minister of State 
Treasv.:ry 
Member 
0 
0 
Alsq  participated as  observer: 
lVIr  rtliltiaris EVERT  :Minister for Finance 
0 
0  0 
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H.ARM:ONIZATION  OF  EXCISE  DUTIES  ON  ALCOHOJJIC  BEVERAGES 
Th·  Council  examined the overall  compromise  proposal 
on this matter submitted  to it by the  Presidency.  Certain 
new  elements  emerged  from  the  discussion and  these will have 
to  be  looked at more  closely by  the Permanent Representatives 
Committee. 
The  Council agreed to  resume  examination of this item 
at its next meeting on tax questions,  which  should be  held 
before  the  end  of the year. 
!llEASURE  DEROGATING  FRGrff  T:Eill  SIXTH  DIRECTIVE  Ol'f.VAT 
The  Council  conducted  an exchange  of views  on the 
derogation requested by  the  Belgian Government,  on  the  basis 
of Article  27  of the  sixth Directive  on VAT,  in respect of 
the method  of  pa~{ing VAT  on  second-han.d  carsG 
At  the  end of this discussion all delegations  confirmed 
that they  could  agree  to  the  derogation asked for by  the 
Belgian Government.  The  Council  accordingly invited the 
Commission  to  reconsider its position to  date  on this 
matter  and  to  submit  a  proposal to it. 
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TAX  EXEMPTIONS  (MEANS  OF  Tlifu~SPORT,  PERSONAL  PROPERTY, 
TifTERNAT IONAL  TR.i\. \tE}l 
At  the  end  of an  exchange  of views  on  the  problemu 
still outstanding,  the  Council  instructed the  Permanen·G 
Representatives  Committee  to  continue  the  discussions 
in the light  of today: s  debate with a  view  to the next; 
Council meeting devoted to tax questions. 
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MISCELLANEOUS  DECISIONS 
.....;..; _____________ _ 
The  Council  adopted in the official languages  of the 
Communities  two  Regulations  giving legal form  to  the 
agreement  reached  by  the  Council  on  30  Uay  1980  regarding 
the  United Kingdom  contribution to  the  Community  budget. 
Under  that agreement,  in 1980  and  1981  the United 
Kingdom  contribution is to  be  reduced  by means  of  a 
relaxation of the financial  mechanism  and  suppiementary 
measures  in favour of the United Kingdom.  The  agreement 
includes  &~ undertru{ing by  the  Community  to  resolve  the 
problem by  structural amendments,  and instructions to  this 
effect-have  been given to  the  Commission,  which is to  make 
proposalQ by  the  end  of  J~me 1981.  The  Council also  agreed 
that if the  objective of  a  structural amendment  were  not 
achieved,  it would  decide  whether measures  along the lines of 
those  planned for  1980  and  1981  would  also  be  necessary for 
the United Kingdom  in 1982. 
The  first Regulation  just adopted  by the  Council relaxes 
for the United Kingdom in 1980  and  1981  the  operating rules 
of  the  financial mechanism adopted in 1976.  In particular, 
a  number  of  the  checks  previously limiting the  amount  of 
the allocation which  could be  received by  a  Iiiember  State under 
the mechanism have  been  suspended. 
The  second Regt1lation adopted  by  the  Council lays down 
supplementary measures  whereby  the  Community will be  able  to 
grant  a  financial  contribution towards  the realization of 
certain categories of  investments in the  framework  of  special 
programmes  clravvn  up  by  the United Kingdom. 
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The  programmes  Yiill  as  a  general rule  :c~elate  to 
regions  covered wholly  or in part  by areas  eligible for 
State regional aid. 
To  be  eligible for  Community financial  participa·cion 1 
investments  mus·t;  be  unde~·taken by  public authorities  and 
'  fulfil a  series  of criteria laid down  in the Ret:,'Ulation  itself. 
Community  finan~ial participation in those  catecories  of 
investments  selected may  be  up to  70%  of  eetimated 
expenditure • 
A decision  on  financial assistance will be  taken 'by  the 
Commission  assis·t;ed by  a"l  ad hoc  Committee,  which  will 
monitor  implementation  of the measures  concerned.  If th3 
ad  hoc  Committee  is:Jues  an unfavourable  opinion  on  a  c1::'2,:~t 
COimnission  decision~  the latter must  refer it to the 
Council for deliberation. 
The  Commission will ensure that  each special  programme 
is  implemente<i  in s.ccordc.w.1.ce  Hith the  :provisions  of  the 
Regulation.  To  this  end,  the United  Kingdom will mal::e 
availablE> to the  Commission  all i..'lformation  requested  a."ld 
will take all steps with regard to Community-assisted 
categories  of  investments  to facilitate such  supervision as 
the  Commission  may  consider useful. 
Application  of the  two  Regulations will result  in a 
net  paymGnt  to the United  Kingdom  in the  order  o·f  1,175  mm_~;, 
for 1980. 
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The  Council  adopted  in the official languages  of the 
Communities  the Decision on  the  granting of measures  of 
support for  Community  projects in the  hydrocarbons 
sector  (1980/1982).  This  is for support in the  form 
of subsidies up  to  a  total amount  of  28,097f164  EUA,  to 
be  refunded  in the  event  of  commercial  exploitation of 
results. 
The  Council adopted in the  official languages of 
the  Communities  the Regulations  concerning application 
of Decision  No  3/80 of the EEC-Egypt  and  EEC-Lebanon 
Co-operation Councils,  amending  the  Protocol  on  the 
definition of  the  concept  of originating products  and 
methods  of administrative  co~operation,  to  the 
Co-operation Agreement  between  the  European Economic 
Community  and  the Republic  of Egypt  and  tbe  European 
Economic  Community  and  the  Lebanese  Republic. 
T·he  Council also  agreed  on the  brief to  be  given 
to  the  Commission for negotiating a  series of exchanges 
of letters between the  European  Economic  Community 
of  the  one  part,  and  Tunisia,  Marrocco,  Algeria and 
'I'urkey  7  of  the  other part,  concerning untreated olive oil. 
Finally,  the  Council  adopted  in the  official 
languages  of  the  Communities  the Regulation opening, 
allocating and  providing for  the administration of a 
Community  tariff quota for certain wines  having a 
registered designation of origin,  fallin.g within subheading 
ex  22.05  C of  the  Common  Customs  Tariff,  originating 
in Tunisia  (1980/1981). 
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66]rd  meeting of  the  Council 
- Fisheries -
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President:  I\1r  Paul  HELJ:UNGER~ 
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State Secretary,  Ministry of 
Foreign  Affairs~  Foreign Trade  and 
Co-operation of the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembuu6g - 2  - 28.X.80 
The  Governments  of  -i:;he  l\.1ember  States  and the  Commission 
of the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows~ 
12£1g1:~!E: 
I\1r  f~lbert  LAVENS 
Denmark: 
Mr  Poul  DALSAGER 
Mr  Jprgen  HERTOFT 
Q££g!~;'l~ 
~,~r  Hans-JUrgen  ROHH 
France~ 
rdr  Daniel  HOEFFEL 
1££1~!!9;~ 
l'!Ir  Patrick  PO'NER 
It~;l;y; 
r~r Francesco  COMPAGNA 
fr~~£!.1!22~£g: 
Mr  Paul  HELMINGER 
Hinister of Agriculture  and  fo:;_~ 
Small  Firms  and Traders 
Minister for Fisheries 
State  Secretary~ 
Ministry of Fisheries 
State  Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of  Food, 
Agriculture  and Forestry 
Minister for Transport 
I-,1inister for Fisheries 
Minister of  Shipping 
State Secretary, 
Ministry  of Foreign Affairs 
10686  e/80  (Presse  1t!6)  gra/HM/mf Netherlands: 
l:Jr  Gerrit  BRAKS 
!!r:.tt:.~~-~!gg££g! : 
Mr  Peter V/ ALKER 
Mr  George  YOUNG!;R 
Mr  Alick  BUCHii.NAN-Sl'11ITH 
Commission:  ---------- Mr  Finn  Olav  GUNDELACH 
0 
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minister of Agriculture  and 
Fjsheries 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries  and Food 
Secreta~; of State for 
Scotland 
Minister of State, 
Ministry of Agriculture 1 
Fisheries  and Food 
Vice-President 
0 
0 
Also  participated as  observer~ 
Greece~ 
~.[r-f,ntoine  EXARCHOS  ML'1.ister-Counsellor, 
Deputy  Permanent  Delegate  of 
the Mission  of  Greece 
to the European  Communities 
0 
0  0 
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cor~,qON  FISHERIES  POLICY 
In the  course  of a  wide-ranging discussion  on  a 
number  of points  concerning the formulation  of the  common 
fisheries  policy,  th8  Council  in particular identified 
the  basic  questions  regarding the  allocation of  catch 
c;uotas  for 1980  and  instructed a  special working party 
of senior officials to  continue  examining this  issue  for 
its ne:>..'t  meeting  on  fishery  questions  scheduled for 
17  and  18  November. 
'l'he  Council also  cond'J.cted  a  detailed  excha..."YJ.ge  of 
views  on  structural policy and  market  organiz'?.t ion. 
In addition,  the  Council  agreed  on  the  Regulation 
establishing certain supervisory measures  for fishing 
activities by vessels  of the Member  States.  The 
provisions  of the Regulation relate  in the  main  to 
L~spection procedures for fishing vessels  and their 
activities,  the  keeping of a  log book for registering 
catches,  statements  on  la...~ding or transfer of  catches 
and the notification to the  Commission  by Member  States 
of the  quantities actually caught  of  each stock or group 
of stocks  subject  to  a  ·T::..c.  The  Regulation  shoulCt 
enter into force  on  1  JEW.1ua.ry  1981  follow·ing  formal 
adoption  at  a  forthcomi::1g  Council  meeting. 
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Pending approval  of all the  definitive Community 
measures  forming part of the fisheries policy - which  should 
still occur in the  course  of  1980 - the  Council  extended 
the  interim Decision on the  Member  States'  fishery 
activities until 20  December., 
External asnects 
~-~---~-
The  Council  took note  of  the  report by  mr  GUHDELACH, 
Vice-President,  on  the  overall situation concerning 
relations with third countries with  respect to  fisheries 
and  of the  delegations'  various  comments  on the  matter  • 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Communities  the Regulations: 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2381/79  on the  standard 
amount  for unprocessed olive oil produced entirely in 
Greece  and transported directly from  that  coQntry into 
the  Community; 
- amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  3089/78  laying down  general 
rules in respect  of aid for the  consumption of olive oil. 
The  Council  signified its agreement  to  the Decision 
on  the  signing of an  agreement  between  the European Economic 
Community  and  the  People's Republic  of  Bm~gladesh on trade 
in jute products. 
The  Council also  adopted in the  official  lru~guages of 
the  Communities  the Regulation amending Regulation  (EEC) 
No  950/68  on  the  Common  Customs  Tariff  (consolidation),. 
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President:  Mr  Gaston  THORN, 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of 
the  Grand  Duchy  of Luxembourg - 2  - 25.X.80 
The  Governments  of the Member  States  and the  Commission  of 
the  European  Communities  were  represented as  follows: 
~~l~!~= 
Mr  Charles-Ferdinand  NOTHOMB 
Denmark: 
Mr  Gunnar RIBERHOLDT 
Q: ~!:1!!!¥-!l : 
Count  Otto  LAMBSDORFF 
Mr  Otto  SCHLECHT 
France: 
l\1r  Andre  GIRAUD 
Ireland: 
Mr  Brendan  DILLON 
1~~;y: 
Mr  Antonio  BISAGLIA 
~~!~!!!E~~.-!~: 
Mr  Gaston  THORN 
fl.~r  Paul  HELMINGER 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Federal Minister for Economic 
Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry of Economic  Affairs 
Minister for  Industry 
Ambassador, 
Permanent  Representative 
Ministry for  Industry 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
State Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
...  / ... 
10631  e/80  (Presse  144)  lby/AH/dm Netherlands:  ---------
Wrr  C.A.  van der KLAAUW 
Mr  C.M. V.  van  AARDENNE 
!IE-~ Kingdom: 
lVlr  Adam  BUTLER 
Commission:  ----
Mr  Roy  JENKINS 
Mr  Fran9ois-Xavier ORTOLI 
lVlr  Wilhelm  HAFERKAMP 
Mr  Henk  VREDELING 
Viscount Etienne  DAVIGNON 
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0 
0  0 
Minister for Foreign Affairs 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Minister of State 
Department of Industry 
President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
Member 
The  following also  attended as  an observer: 
Greece:  ---
lVlr  Marcos  ECONOMIDES 
0 
0  0 
Ambassador, 
Head  of Greece's Mision to  the 
European Communities 
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STEEL:  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  A SYSTEM  OF  PRODUCTION  QUOTAS  FOR  THE  STEEL 
INDUSTRY 
The  Council held further discussions on problems arising from 
the  Commission's request for Council assent,  under Article  58  of 
the  ECSC  Treaty~  to  the  establishment of a  system of production 
quotas for the  steel industry. 
Discussions  centred on the additional information sought  by 
the  German  delegation on  some  aspects of the  system  being 
contemplated. 
Significant progress was  made  towards  agreement  on  the  general 
conditions for applying Article  58. 
Following the discussions,  the Council  agreed  that a  further 
meeting would  be  held on  Thursday 30  October in order to  continue 
on the  basis of the results achieved at this meeting,  with  the  aim 
of reaching a  firm decision. 
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COR  1(e) 
PRESS  RELEASE  10804/80  (Presse  150) 
on  the 
665th meeting of the  Council 
Luxembourg,  30  October  1980 
(concerns  the  English text  only) 
page  4  The  second indent  of the third paragraph should read: 
11fine  and special steels produced  by undertakings  with 
an  output  of less than 6,000 t  per quarter. 
Presse  150 ·- G COR  1(e) 2  -
S.he  Govermne·,_ts  of the  ;':ember  Ste.tes  e.nd  the  Commission 
of  the  :<.:uropean  CO,J!l1uni tics v;erc  rf;prcsc:ltcd as  follm··,s: 
Dc.('.mark:  --------
1  .• r  G-unnar  RHJIDTI!':CLIJ0· 
G·Cl"'TT1G111T:  --------11.. 
Fr·ar1_cc;: 
___  .....  a... ........  . 
r  A~tonio BI~AGLIA 
..  r  .r:runo  COR'II 
Luxcm'oourr;:  _  ....... --...------
;.r Caston  'IHOR~~ 
]_;r  :?c,ul  HEI.I.~INGER 
Df:1)Uty--TrL~o  :; ·inistcr and 
:··L~ister  for  Smnll  F'irms  8,nd 
'J"radcrs  8.'-i.d  for  the  Pla'.l 
A<Ilbassaclor, 
Pcnnanent  ~cpresentation 
Ped.cr::J.l  ~·  L:istcr for Ecorw;nic 
A"Pfairs 
=~i~::.istcr for  I:1.dustry 
State-Secretary, 
Lin.istr;; of Forcic:h Affairs 
1\;n b8.S sad  or  P 
?erna::u:;:~·: 
7:c~·,rc s e'l.tatio  :'. 
: i 1].ister fer  r·,1dustr;'/ 
;:;t8.te-:3ccl'r.tar;y, 
:  .. inistry cf  T:~dustr~,r 
~-'~inister  :!.'or  i:>orcic;!  Af:i:'airs 
Statc-8ccrc·~a.ry, 
; i;Jistr:J  o?  ~~oreign Affa.irs 
1  CCOf;.  e/30  c·;rcssc  150)  lcy/LG/c~m Netherlands: 
Iilr  G. H. V •  van  .A.ARDENNE 
Mr D.F.  van der f:IEI 
United Kingdom: 
I.Tr  Adam  BUTLER 
Commission: 
Jar  FrangoiE-Xavic:"  ORTO!.I 
II'Ir  Wilhelm  HP.F:SRXJJ.T:!? 
Viscou."'1t  Etienne  DAVIGNON 
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0 
Minister for Economic  Affairs 
Stale Secr2tary, 
Minist:='y  of Foreign Affairs 
Minister of State, 
Department  of  Industry 
Vice-President 
Vice-President 
I~ember 
0  0 
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STEEL 
The  Council  gave its assent under Article  58  of the 
ECSC  Treaty to  the  establishment  of  a  system of production 
quotas  for the Community  steel industry. 
After  completing at this  me~ting its discussions  on  the 
final  problems still outstanding,  and  in particular the 
treatment  of fine  and  special steels under the  proposed 
system,  the  Council agreed  on  the  following  special 
arrangements  in relation to  the measures  advocated  by  the 
Commission in its communication  of  6  October: 
As  reeards  special steels it vvas  agreed that the  following 
would  be .exempt  from  compulsory quotas  but would  remain 
subject  to  production monitoring: 
= liqutd steel for casting; 
=fine and  special steels produced  by undertakings vnth 
an  output  of ~51~6,000 t  per quarter. 
It was  also agreed  that alloy steels with an alloy content 
of at least  5%  - excluding steel containing less  than 
1%  carbon and  more  throi  12%  chromium- for which  the  invoice 
price is at least 30%  greater than the list price for  the 
corresponding ordinary steel  product,  may  bo  produced 
in excess  of the  compulsory  quota laid dovm  for their 
category in respect of a  given undertaking. 
1'he  Commission will keep a  constant  check  on market 
developments  in consultation vri th producers  and  users  and 
will  provide  the  relevant information a:n.d  guidance. 
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\tYhere  an undertaking avails itself of  the  option 
under  the  above  derogation and  exceeds  tho  guide  figures 
published  by  the  Comrnission,  the latter will limit the 
excess  to  the  extent  required  by  the  market  situation. 
In the light of market  developments  and  the  information 
which it receives,  the  Commission may  terminate  the 
derogation for the  product  concerned  by means  of a  co1rununication 
in the Official Journal. 
Pursuant  to  a  decision under Article  95,  undertakings 
using fine  or special steels will  be  subject  to  monitoring 
of their supplies  of such steels on the basis  of Article  47 
of the Treaty. 
The  ae;reed  arra."l.geme.nts  also  provide  for  exemption from 
quotas  for tinplate,  railway  equipment  e.nd  pre-products  for 
pipes.  There will be  a  special  system for coils  and  strips 
for pipes  of less than 406.4  mm  in  diameter~  this  system is 
similar to  that for special steels as  described above. 
'Ni th regard  to  pil)8S,  the  Council also  gave its 
assent  to  a  draft  Commission Decision introducing notification 
and monitoring arrangements  for undertakings  in order to 
ensure  effective control of  the actual use  of the  products in 
question. 
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Arrangements  of this type  are  necessary for these 
products  as piping is not  subject to  the rules of  the 
ECSC  Treaty;  for the  other products  exempted  from  quotas 
tinplate  and railway  equipment  - similar controls may  be 
carried out directly under the  ECSC  Treaty. 
The  Cou_"Ylcil  also  noted a  Commission  statement  to  the 
effect that during the period of application of the  system of 
production quotas,  the Commission did not intend  to  lay down 
minimum  prices under Article  61  of the  ECSC  Treaty or to 
propose  that this system be  accompanied  by measures 
restricting imports under Article 74  of that  Treaty. 
It further agreed that it would,  on the  basis of a 
Commission report,  carry out an assessment  of the  impact of 
the  measures  taken by the  Commission,  which will in any 
case not  apply beyond  30 June  1981. 
Finally,  the  Council  stressed the  importance  which  it 
attached  to  the further  restr~cturing of the  iron and steel 
industry in the  Community  and  to  Community  rules being 
complied with as regards aids  and  subsidies  granted by  the 
Member  States; it agreed  to  discuss  these  questions  on the 
basis of  a  Commission report at the  beginning of  1981~ 
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The  Council  adopted in the  official languages  of the 
Commttnities  the Regulations: 
- fixing for the  1980/1981  marketing year the representative 
market price  and  the  threshold price for olive oil and  the 
percentages of the  consumption aid to  be  retained in 
accordance  with  fl~ticle 11(5)  and  (6)  of Regulation 
No  136/66/EEC; 
amending Regulation  (EEC)  No  2967/76 laying down  common 
standards for the  water  content  of frozen and  deep-frozen 
chickens,  hens  and  cocks~. 
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